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As a basis for my investigation of the rime in Schillsr's
poems, I have used Goedeke's Historisch=kritiscbe Msgabe of 1371. In this
edition Schiller's "Jugendversucbe" are arranged chronologically in the fir:
volume. Valine eleven contains a similar arrangement of all poems from
1794 to 1305, while the intervening volumes contain, though scattered, the
poems written during the time generally designated as the second ueriod.
Goedeke gives a comdete text of all authentic poems with all
variant readings, so that by means of these practically all previous
editions can be entirely reconstructed.
It seems advisable for my purpose to retain the generally
adopted plan of recognizing three periods in th3 Doet's works (see cage 13
dis works and his life iuring these respective periods are so very closely
knit together, that each period is an integral BUXt in itself. For this
reason, it is not wise to shift the lines of demarkation between the ueriod
even though it might be more convenient to do so in 'the oresent study.

2By actual count ;«e find that Schiller usee 8305 fines in the
first period. The poems in which these occur are contained in Goedeke,
volumes t,Ii r III, and IV to page 20.
The poems of the second period comprise §120 rimes. These
poems we find in Goedeke, volume TV, rage 21 to volume XT, page 98.
The poems of the thir-i period, found in Goedeke, volume XT,
j
page 97 to the end of volume XV, contain §377 rimes.
In the citation of impure rir.es, reference is made to the text
in each case as follows: 1,43, eouals volume I page 43, in like manner VI, ?4.
cy means of these divisions we can easily group together all
impure rimes belonging to each eerie d, since we have definitely determined
the volumes and pages constituting the limits of each period. Then, since
:each period represents a certain number of rimes actually used, a comparison
showing the decrease in the number of i-Eperfect rimes from one period to
another is readily made.
It would be presumptuous for me to claim that my list of rime
imperfections is absolutely exhaustive. But I do claim to have .covered the
ground carefully and noted every instance that came to my attention, exceot
the £l§ rifle, which phonetically approaches perfection, also in the
"Schriftsprache". Though this type is discussed and many cases of its
occurrence Quoted in a later chapter, no complete list of all cases is given.
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IHTBOBUCJIOa
fthen Schiller first began to write poetry, bis theoretic
knowledge of versification was extremely United. tal as late as 1795
he
writes to Humboldt
1
: "Ich bin der roheste i~pirilter in Versbau, denn auszer
tforitz' kleiner Scbriftfber Prosodie erinnere ich mich audi ear
nichts,
selbst nicht auf Schulen darflber gelese: zu baben". As rt
aooeers.tbe only
influence this essay had on Schiller, was to strengthen his
oreference for
the rise, and ce dare say it was fortunate that he was left
to follow his
innate feeling for rytha, which regained unspoiled by the
teachings of hbkI
ancient Metrics.
ie shall judge :sore kindlv as well as more intelligently, the
imperfections of his "Jugendversuche", at least, when we recall conditions
in general and his o*n immediate surroundings in particular.
Ibe fifteenth and -sixteenth century presents great confusion
in the field of German metrics. Verses were coitmaal* written only
by means
1. briefwedrsel zwischen Schiller u. Hgmbplgt, Stuttgart 1895,

)f counting syllables, regardless of any other regulations.
lertin Opitz put en end 'to -the existing confusion by establish -
ins definite rules for versification in his cuch von der ceutschen .^oetsrey.
1324. This marks the birth of a new period in German ooetry. Instead of
the counting of syllables he introduced the versification according to accent
and stress.
'Ah at concerns us, however, here chiefly, is the early con-
ceotion of the natuee of the rime and its development before crchiller' s time.
Bttdolf Hildebrand maintains, that, to secure a perfect rise
not only similarity in the rising syllables is essential, but also dis-
similarity
,
i.e., similarity in the stressed and rimed vowels, but dissi.mi-
larity in the consonants oreceding the rime vo'irel. He farlhermore insists
that the beauty of the rime grows in prooortion as. this dissimilarity increas
ftl -tests bis own statement in .the following manner: ibiefa rim
do you prefer? *reis - Greis or Gleis - Greis. rte says the answer is t
always in favor of the latter, simply because the difference preceding the
rime vowel is greater in Gleis - Greis than' it is. in -(reis - Greis. Ihe
same thing will be increasingly apparent in rimes like: tragen - ragen,
bringen - dringen, ;<renz - Glenz, blau - grau, Stein - Efreia, etc. Thus we
see that the true artistic beauty of the rime develooes out of '.concord and
discord.
l.bertrSge gam ceutschen Unterricht, Leipzig 1897, 6.17? ff.

7Opitz well understood this essential and expressed it as
follows (Paeterey .chapter 7):
"ileber disz, die letzte Sylfce in den agnnlicben und lstzten
zv;o in den weiblichen r.eirnen -sollen nicbt in alien cucbstaben gleich sein,
als in einea weiblichen Rein:
Air sollen Freadlingen gar billig ribr erzeigen,
Und so viel nflgllcb ist, ein willie Hertze zeieen".
Schottelius si'tees exoression to tbe me thought: "pre Reimanc
bestebt eigentlich nar recbt darin, wenn der Beimlaut vornan (vor sicb) die
"itlautern verSndert. Also tenn aan sagt: Land, Hand, rand, rrand, etc."
August rucbner, a friend of Opitz, agrees to tbe sane idea in
bis j nleitung gar jjeutsc'^!! -oeterey ,
Independently of Opitz, Christian fceise establishes the sane
principle: "Vor eins siebt nan mr auf die Svllben, die einen eleichen Ton
von sich geben, doch der erste cucbstabe vor der Syllbe irusz anders sein".
From these references we see that the real essentials of the
rime were fully understood during the seventeenth century, though the early
eighteenth century marks a decadence of this clear conceotion.
l. Ausfflhrliche Arbeit von der Teutschen ^euotspreche . Braunschweig,
?. I'ittenberg, 1668vS.158.
?.Curiose Gedanken von Ceutschen Versen, Leipzig, 189?.

•
* 1/
•J. G. fteukirch (just on hundred years after the publishing of
Opitz' ?oeterey>, has -either forgotten to express or does not know that the
disagreement of the consonants preceding the riming syllables is an essential
to good rime; for he speaks ."von den letzten cylben, welche auf einen eleiche
Klang oder neim aasgehen".
... 2, . . .
brertinger aoes not consider it necessary to give a aennition
of the rime, bat simply takes that for granted.
Gattscbed" speaks of the rime only as a "Gleicblaut der letzte
ylben in zwoen £eilen"; similarly in his ?j3rterbuch der nissenschaften und
freien Ktteste, fctiisxixiS&Si the definition of rise is given as "der flberein;
stimmende Klang der letzten Sylbe in verscbiedenen Xeilen eines Gedicbtes".
le sight continue with similar definitions, but this is
sufficient to show the tendency of the eighteenth century. It is however
only fair to say that the ooinion of writers on this point continues to waver
even up to the present tine between the clear expression of Opitz and the
entire non committal of Meukirc'n.
The fact that Opitz, in spite of his clear statements on the
rime, as exoressed in his buch von sef ceutschen r-oetsrev . Bakes use of rimes
1. Anfangsgrflnde zur rein en teutschen Poesie , Balie^.724,6^27.
g, Oritische Cichtkunst , iftrich 1740, t.430.
F. Versucb giner critischen Lichtkunst , 4.*uflage, L-eiozig 1752
4. Leipzig 1760.

like: Paeten - von niJthen, erhSrt - lebrt, B'reade - Leide, geneiget -
I
gezenget, far - dir. etc., brings us -to another important phase of the rime,
viz. the pronunciation.
If Opitz used the above rises we nay at once conclude that to
him ej3, ei: eu , ,tt:i were phonetic equivalents, as they were with Saxons and
Silesians generally. Then Opitz did only the natural thine, and according
to his conception wrote the above as perfect ri.-ses.
The -same is true of the best German poets. £ little inci den
occurring between Schiller and Bflreer in 1791 is ouite indicative of the
general conception of the rise at this tine, Men Schiller in bis essay:
"flber bArgers Gedicbte" criticised among others the rise bl§hn - scbo'n as
impure, ttirger answered*
1
"der Rein ist freilich nicht ganz rein, aber nicht
unreiner als die reime in _i und fl, in ei and eu, die sich unsers correctesten
uchter gestatten
;
"etc. tflrger fight farther have objected to this 'criticism
on the ground that Schiller took no notice of the rimes: Lied - Gemttth . -
sch3n - gesehn , which occur in the very same poem not far from the rira
blSbn - sebfln . Schiller evidently did not see these imperfections which to
him were phonetically pure rimes.
Also Goethe, when he tfsed the rime rflther - spSther . thought
and spoke these umlauts as phonetic equivalents .
1. Gedilcbte , lanzig 1341.
2. bttrgers lerfce von cohtz, GStti risen 1858, S.l?4.

'A hen we finfl that many Sensan poets use these and similar
rimes, the reason is not because they imitate their oredecessors, but becau! g
these rimes are due to the natural pronunciation of the poets. We must
•therefore jadee with moderation the rime imperfections of the young ooets.
As we have seen, the traditional forms had been abandoned
entirely and the forms introduced by Opitz had been develooec to a certain
perfection, esoecially during Gellert's time. Goethe also employed these
same forms during his earliest period, but with the beginning of the "Storm
end Stress'^eriod he broke away from them, as his socalled 'free rythms'
(nanderers Sturmlied etc.) show.
because Schiller posessed a fine instinct for metrical form
even from his early youth, he was not especially imoressec by the clamor
arising from the Stftmer and DrSnser for freedom from form , but preferred to
use and develope the old rimed and rythmical verse. '//hen other ooets
hesitated to use the rime because it lacked dignity, Schiller showed orefer-
ence for it and saueht to elevate its dignity.
i'hen nerder at a later oeriod ridiculed the use of the rime,
1
Schiller auicily declared himself in its fsvor; thereby giving expression to
1. Schiller writes to Goethe, -June 18,1796 ( criefwechsel
.zwiscben Schiller and Goethe, ?. AuEfcafee, Stuttgart 1370, B.I, 8. 14c)-, 'Seine
(Berders) drtversShnliche H'eindschaft gegen den fieia ist mir auch viel zu wei 1
getrieben, and was er dagegen aufbringt, halte ich bei weitem nicht bedei/ten
genug. Der Qrsprung des fleimes Bag ndch so semein und unpoetisch sein;
i

11
his lifelong attitude toward the rime. Hi msA however not infer from this
general attitude, that Schiller' s rimes became gradually faultless; for,
aside from his dialectic rimes, we shall find many impurities - impurities o
which el so many other poets are guilty.
If he rimes accented syllables with the unaccented, he takes
but the same liberty which Cramer, Gleira, tterder, idopstock, Hfielanc, and
others accorded to themselves also. In fact we fine that the riming of
tccented with unaccented syllables goes back as far as the Old High German
period.
If Schiller replaces the rime by assonance, or even dispenses
with the agreement of the vowels entirely, we shell find that this was done
by Cramer, Schubert end Goethe before him.
It is true that Schiller's eerly rimes contain many imper-
fections, yet -these may be accounted for, in oert,by his inexperience es e
beginner; in pert, by the unsettling tendency of the Storm and Stress period
which he could not escaoe entirely. cut we shall see by careful investiga-
tion, that the great majority of Schiller' s rime imperfections arise from
his Sirebien pronunciation .
men musz sich an den E-inonjck helten, den er macht, 'ma oieser ISszt sich
durch kein beisonnement wegdisoutieren'
.
1. "Schiller iit besonders in seiner Jugendzeit reich an cie-
lektischen und inreinen Reimen. Konsonenten und vokele hat er gleich wenig
beechtet,er reimt Serge:^arke, Screen: eeeossen, Ktssefcrsfsse, und nettfrlich

1 s
"J hi s is true at least for his early years, before education
and other re-casting influences form -the North could reasonably be expected
to affect his native pronunciation. Moreover it is claimed by careful ob-
servers, that even the best education mill overcome only slowly the dialectic-
al coloring of the speech of the South German.
.Shile the imperfections in regard to rime in Schiller's early
poems are thereby in no way mitigated, it is essential to bear in mind the
causes from which they arise. iVe are inclined to .judge the ooet's early
attempts from the standpoint of his highest poetic achievements, losing 'sight
of the fact, that he was then a mere beginner.
Hollowing ivoerner, most of the editors of Schiller's works
group his poems, as his works in general, in three periods:
The first, usually known as the storm and stress period,
embraces the years 1775 - 1735.
The second oeriod, 1735 - 1795, does not abound so much in,
poetry as in philosophic and historic writings.
In the third period, 1795 - 1305, it was his highest ambition,
in common with Goethe, to express the German ."Geistes= u'nd Gemttthsleben" in
the most perfect forms of classic beauty.
noch anstossender sis Goethe serundete ajf nicfrtgerundete Vokale". (J. ,'inor-
Ein Bandbuch Neuhocbdeutscher fcetrik, S.Auflaee, Strassburg 1392,S»598*

i. votiis fining mi voi&t,
Before -entering upon the discussion of pure-vowel rimes in
particular, it will be helpful end clarifying to make some general state-
ments with reeard to vowel cuantitv.
No fixed and fast rule, which will bold for vowel cuantitv
under all circumstances, regardless of other considerations, can be given,
fire quantity of a vowel may depend upon its position in the word, or upon
the position of the word in the sentence, (tievers)
Since the latter half of the fifteenth century, a narked
tendency toward lengthening the vowel in a stressed syllable is arparent in
the Swabian dialect. Kauffmann indicates this in the following manner:
nG. short a becomes long, as:
hjfe,hafe frea Kf&Bal in Aiaerball;
from MHG.prabt, pracht, (Km. "p. 4?)
.
Short e becomes long :e, as:
ber from OHG.beri, beere, Inc. berry;
west from GriG./rebsit, wachst (KflUp.55K
1. (aaffmaflfl, :Jr. - (StgaduLctdbfi asr scbwasbischen '.Iuncart in

i:
Short i becomes lone i, as:
bir from ;v'HG.bir, rime;
9 A.
krs from MHG.kirse, Kirscfre (Km.p64).
Short o becomes lone o as:
fol from MHG.vol, voll;
cgcbtr from MHG.tocbter (Km.p. 70).
Short I becomes lone u, as:
cur from Upper Ger.and VHG.dur, curcb;
silts from v!HG. schur?, Schtirze frKm.p.74).
Hrom tbe above 'examples we must however not conclnce that ell
'short vowels in tbe iVHG. have been lengthened in tbe Sttabian. Though :even
bere Kauffmann maintains that the original cuantitv of the vowel was not
strictly Dreserved, but that it suffered a "flight lengthening, (er "ist urn
ein minimum eelsnet worden zur bal bktirze")
.
in spite of the uncertainty as reeards vowel quantity:, be
ventures tbe following general rule-: "Jecer mho. ictusvocal hat -sich in
pausasteliune zu tiberlangem vocal errtKickelt". it is interesting to notice
that ni'thin Sv;ebia itself vowel ouantitv varies with different localities,
ibis is apparent from tbe predominance of lone vowals in tbe Erst and short
;
: vowels in the South.
1. ^ has the value of sen.

1. crbort a in rime with lone a.
ctralet - wallet 1,?3; stralet bad a lone root towel tbroueh
all the older dialects and wallet a short one. The a in wallet was probably
pronounced lone by £cbiller accordine to the c'wabian tendency, discussed at
the beeinnine of this chapter.
lame; kam for Kamm, ine. .comb (Kni.p.4?h
Thre fact will account for nany of ^chiller's short a:lone a
rimes, since nabu - an i, 43 becomes - as; man - Kabn 1,206 becomes man -;
£abn - an 1, SO/, 205 becomes-ac. in Kamen - schwamen I, 318; even the or-
thography indicates that dcbiller pronounced scbwaimen with lone root vowel.
This case is analaeous to kam/cr Kamm, quoted above, in the following
instance, jcba an - -echwanir 1,249, the poet undoubtedly pronounced the root
vowel of schwas lone, though he conformed to the Hieb German spelling.
Zusasmen - Namen £,228, a in zusasmen, being the stressvowel, was surely
drawn out. jann - get
h
bp 1, 261,554, is really ecuivalent to &an, an.
in the rime £abrt - -erstarrt i,.?8c, the probabilities are that both of these
words were spoken short, since the a in erstarrt is short bv position, and
the a in fr'abrt, thoueh lone by the presence of the^dehnunes h'/ is short in
in the neiebborbood of nasals, "\'HG. short a becomes lone a
1. is the sien of nasal oualitv

1.:
..
|BG.and OBG.vart, 0.5. fare. talisman - Bahn I,?68. Bo far as tbe irance!
quantity of this rime is concerned, Talisman becomes Talisman end agrees nd'tl
BahD- gklsven - kef fen i,?-73,?81. I'd this .combination rae are lead to
believe
that Schiller urerely :employ.ed -tire modern spelling of ?:af?-en, but pronounced
tbe a long, as i't Is found in 'the earlier dialects; ^BG.-tfefen, OHG.ivaffIn
or
M8t_m , (frtb.-weppe. Babn - an 1,546; I*.? becomes Babn
Curing the second period me again meet utth a number of cases
inhere -short a becomes long a nasalized :- Talisman - gethan IV,24; JteB^chenwai |
- an IV, 36; Boraenbahn - an IY,28; Sternenbebn - varan jY,51; namen - zusemme::
IV, 131; an - au feet hen VI, 32, 32,557; an - Behn Vf
,^,?76,?9?;-X'J:,F; kern -
-scbwamsi VI:, 363; en - i:ebensbebn VI,27g; bahn - beran VI.570; Behn - bin an
U,
6; Mann - gethan XI, 12. 17; naba - an 11, 16; Grab - ab >"f,15. Since- ab
is
•short, and Grab may be -eitbc -short or long (\'uret-Sancers>, it is ttfftaffcl
to determine hoi Schiller pronounced "this rime. Tbe »B6.gaj and OHG.grab
u-ohold the -short j, making a perfect rime in -that case -without any lengthen-
ing. Tbe alternative is to accept Grab north long-F as -the Sivabien form, anc
then to lengthen ab according to 'the general principle. Bahn - O.cean
XI,;25,
In -the third period such rimes occur as follonrs:-
fteran - «ahn Xt/225; an - 'Zahn X£,243.S77; v/acb - -Burden Xf,:262, ;*acb was
undoubtedly lengthened, as .customary, to egre.- vdth -spracb, though tbe vowel
is not nasal. V.ahn - an XI.264,289; Plan - an >"I, 27&, m, 556;

11
Kabn - h«ran, Sinneniabn - an 11,124; an - tahn X±,?43,?93; Bchlafe - iaffe
ks we have seen above, tire a in flfafte was lone in :earlier dialects,
and needs no further discussion here, ^ann - nabn >'J:,??0; eethan - an Xi,
The short a lone a rime occurs sixteen times in the first
period, twenty one tines in the second and seventeen times in the third.
12 of the 16 cases in the first period
20 of the 21 cases in the second period and
IS of the 17 cases in the third period are of the short a
becoming lone a nasalized type. The fact that this type is found 47 times,
while all other forms combined occur only 7 times, is strone evidence that
the lenethenine of a before nasals is more pronounced than in other combina-
tions.
2. rbort e in rime with lone ?.
Gebete - Aette i',19?; Toilette - Gebete f,3?4; Welt - eefeblt
IV, 22; remarket - Foet XI, 19: tret(irrett) - vereebt Xi,?6£.
The instances where short e rimes with lone e are very rare
and in themselves quite odd. H seems hardlv advisable to try to exDlain
them toja the lenethenine of short e in the Swabian, for it is very difficult
to formulate any rule ccncernine the development of ^H6."e. "in den int=
SDrechuneen fttr mbd.e (=ide.e) berrscht in den "undarten durcbaus keirce

Iflkeirtlichkert" ( Km . p. 58 j
.
The use of "tire tiri^lisb word navmarket arrests our attention,
I therefore ouote ike .connection in :wbi.ch it occurs, in -the paeni: geggsgs in
der Cienstbarkeit.
Auf :einem Pferdemarkt - villeicbt zu Raymerket,
ifco endre tinee no.ch in iftaare sich 'ver-v.8n-fieln,
Eracbt' einst :ein hungrier Paet
Der Musen Fosz, :es .zu 'verhandeln.
1
Vieboff makes tbe following comment on these lines: " Hay=
narket, :ein Hlecken in England, 1st sut £6wgblt, da dort po.cb
1 goto tinge 1
edler Art, nftnlich fteiber, sicb in laare verwandeln.
Sacb straw aralten
Becbt darf dort jeder -sein Reib, wenn :es die :eheiic&e Irene
verletzte, an
einea 8trick zm Karlrt ttbren und .zum tokauf aussetzen".
The lord Hayaarke
is borrowed fro* the English, and it is ouite evident
that Schiller bad no
adeouate pronunciation of the Hor if be had, it
wolld have seeded .
quite impossible for his to attest a Time between
Haymarket and Poet. I
doubtless pronounced the word according to the French,
which ulaces the acce|t
on the fina:l syllable, thereby making the rime between
Hevgark/t and Poet
perfect in accent, though not in vowel cuantitv.
i] acbillers Gedi.cbte :erk!Srt und erlSutert ,
tteinricb Vieboff
7. Miflase, Stuttgart, 139*, band II:, Seite 19.

?. Short i in tine -with lone i (ie).
During the first period: Gewinnst - Cienst 1, 19c; bin -
einzuziebn 1,207; Licbteskcenigin - ziebn 1,219; errtziffert - geliefert l t
270; risz - stiesz - hiesz 1, ?00; ait - versiebt 1,?06; lief-begriff 1,
?40; 'entgegenfliehn - bin 111,167; eeniessen - nissen 111,165; Sanberib -
trieb 111,17?; lieszt - 1st 111,174; brst - siebst IV, 11.
Second period: ibn - dahin IV, 28; VI, 27?; terlin - 2chlaef«r||-
inn VI, 39; nacbzukriechen - entwicben Vi,?2; entrissen - einzuschlieszen
Vl,?39; verbiesz - entrisz Vi,?96.
Third period: rief - Helsenriff ll t 224; bin - ibn nv3??,?4c
ist - sprieszt XT,3c\5; bin - fliebn >:i,?51; Gerdnst - L'ienst Xl,?35.
Are we have seen, it is a Fabian tendency to lengthen short
vowels under stress. Ibis fact arc/ears also froir Schiller's own ortboeraphy
in the following words, which *ne always pronounced short and spelWaccordinsly:
ffbile sitb his spelling they could have been long only. They are: giene -
hieng £,£09; Umfiene - hieng J:,?10.
i\ow this added evidence for general lengthening would not be
so convincing, if he had eaploved the spelling for the sake of the rime.
Since however both words in the rime are 'short in High German, he could have
bad no other reason for this spelling, than bis natural pronunciation, n'or
this reascn,then, he rimes words like: risz - stiesz, hin - fliebn, etc.
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The short i lone i rime occurs twelve tines in the first
period, and six times in each of the other two, showing a steady decrease
throughout, when we bear in mind the fact that fewer rimes were written
ioring the second ceriod than -either of the other two.
4. chort o in rime with Ions o.
First period: Zofen - hoffen 1,193; Gott - droht I,*44;
iVoreenroth - Gott 1,213; Gott - Fluegelbot 1,-856; grosz - bosz i,?5'J.
Second period: flosz - los IV, 25; bosz - riesenerosz VI, §53,
555; Geschosz - beweeungslos Vf,§56; genossen - stoszen VI,?59; Sohn -
davon Vi,?39; Gott - Gebot XI, 4.
Third ceriod: bdch - ddch XI, 815; los - Geschosz XI, 277; bosz
blosz XI, 333; Gott - Machteebot XI, 297, 399: Sohn - davon XT:,??3; BelleepOEjl
- wohnt XI,??3; los - gosz Xf ,581; flosz - Schoosz XI, 381; Gebot - $onnen=
gott Xi,?33.
"if we bear in mind that the vowel o, under stress, is the one
lengthened, then all but two of the above rimes are accounted for; these are
Hellespont - &obtrt and Gebot - Sonneneott. The irregularity here consists in
the fact that the syllables
-pqpt 8&d -gott, which should be lengthened, are
not under primary stress.
The fact that Schiller uses the short o long o rime »±th

nincreasing frequency and twice as often in the third period as in the first,
•though only 82 times in til, indicates that he did not especially try to
avoid it, although it never became frequent with him.
5. Short u in rime with long u.
First ueriod: bekroiiten - Kutten 1,394; wohlge:sut - Schutt
ii ii
1,269. There is only one case of short u in riie with long u, Kftssen -
bttszen J,346.
Second period: Flusz - Fusz VI, 9; Qeberflusze - Grusze VI, 2;
Verflossen - Groszen VI, 266; Fiucht - sucht(suchen) VI, 404.
JHird period: cibelbuch - Spruch XI, 213; sucht(suchen) -
Frucbt 11,843; Fusz - musz XI, 245; berum _ Heiligtum XI , 25?; rieilietum -
urn 11,279; husz - Flusz XI,?S1.
M
In the above rimes, the principle of lengthening a short vosel
under stress, has slaved an important cart, for several oi the forms can be
explained in that way only, kutten, lessen, Spruch, uni, hsrum, Frucbt are
short and must have been lengthened jccording to the c^abian 'custom, in
fact K.auffmann (p. 74) gives Frucbt (Lat. f ructus) as one of the examples
upholding the theory of vowel lengthening.
As is apoarent froic the above list, the short u long u type
is not very largely represented in Schiller's ooems.

8. in ri.ne with i.
Hirst oeriod: sir - daher 1,213; Gesinnungen - Inn 1,292.
This is one of the instances where an inflected polysyllabic is rimed tiih a
.monosyllabic. The polysyllabic naturally does not lay primary stress on tk<
inflectional ending, but on the stem. Thus it becomes necessary to lime th
inflected syllable under secondary stress with the 10 ao syllabic under orinarv
stress. This type of rises dates back as far as Otfried, where we find
syllables tinder secondary stress rimed with those under either primary or
1
secondary stress. ''any' poets since then^
including Schiller, , . .
/nave employed thiSySase rme-scQ6 ! L
1. So wird man naimentlich bei J.A.Craser, Gleim, Gtftz und
rierder in vielen Gedichten neben Reimen wie sterbllgfe^ ; eh: Herr : zSrUicb
allgswsl tiger : hieh/r ; Sena : zufriedenen v.ohl no.ch .After GebSnde finden wre
kletterte': flgchtigel fertiser : .Snnlicber ; traurigen : fr3blicben ;
lio genes : wenisss ; Grazi/n : Gftttsrchen . Auch Uz C*Aa Chlaen" in i.B. der
Oden), Kloustock (in den geistlichen Liedem 7,3c), Cbr.FJVeisse (kl.lyr.
Gedichte 5r27;61>, J.G.Jacobi (sfetliche fterke l,?5;23;??;3?;?,c7>, Ireland
m,??9>, Voss (Msg. von 135SvS.154;21G;357;267>, GfJckingkCGedichte 2,137;?,
90;97>, Gotter (Gedichte 1, IS; 13; 99; 10?):, Schiller in sei.ien jtngeren -J ah ren
|t;S;51f^;2,599;402;408) u.Andere haben sich sehr oder weniger oft .Heise der
eiaen oder der anderen Art erlaubt. (August "^Wstoi n ~ ^M-a^nss to —
Geschiclite der Dentschea Nationalliteratur .. Kflnfte Auflage von tartsch, £.11
Leipzig 1372, S.249).

tfiaden - wenden £,305; sehn - dahin I,$11; Verschwender - minder, sinken -
erhenken 1,247; bin - sehn i,256; bin - Seafaergen i,?9?; verscb win-den -
enden 1,868; Stt&derin - gesehn f , 893; fin-den - einzjsenden i,-300; Bingel -
Bengel 1,552; Aszyrien - Kdtoigin 111,174; i-inke - Gescbenke 111,173;
scbwinden - enden IV, 1?.
Second period: Verdienst - kennst IV, 131.
Tbird period: Stttin - Gelisbten XI, 242.
At this point an important Swabian peculiarity must be men-
tioned, it is 'the fact that _i, e, sai.9 before nasals rime with each other;
not only that, but what applies here especially, that ± before nasals becomes
1 ?
_e nasalized, for this reason Schiller called his sister Christophine - ifsne
;
and his uother writes as she speaks: ich ben'"" for ich bin .
In explanation of the ritne mix - daber , we most notice that
Swabi an _i_ before j: in "PansasteHung" becomes ja, as in mix, wir , dir , which
are reelly eqaivslsnt to "iar
,
:jdgr
,
jigr,(Kaup,85) . Hy 'this process we-ss*
that the Swabian pronunciation of .sir end daher closely approach each other.
All other rines in this group are of the en-in type, which
have been explained with regard to vowel quality . The tendency with regard
to vowel quantity has been sufficiently established.
It is quite striking that Schiller uses this rime fifteen
tines in the first period, but only once in the second and once in the third
UtyHbum p,3? - ? - "inor °- ?93 - !• taedeke I,?3?.
—
t
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This -seems to indicate that he early became aware of its imperfection, and
abandoned it; because it sust have been especially objectionable to the Sort
German who makes a clear distinction between irj and en.
7. o in -rise .with u .
nun - Lohn 1,150; sonde - Uisiumssekunde 1,325; tan -
Ciplom 1,345; ?*onde - tunde 1,131; *onde - Boa&gitmde i, 133; nun - Orsel
ton 1,217; Stroni - Elisium I ,£55; nun - tirserrtbron I,?57; Blu-ne - Glanz=
fantorae f,259; bruWen - durchkorainen 1,270; unrsonst - brurrst 1,273; Bood •
iirdenrund, nilkonns . berun 1,555; bekdfflmt - unaWebrWut 111,17?.
The pju risie seems to be about as common and as generally used
by Swabian poets as the i:e:.3 rises, its use is justified by the following
2 -A
facts: before nasals the Swabian _u drops to o and becomes nasal. There an
nany proofs of this difference between the Swabian and the High Ger.uan. Few
wample: gefooden , bronoen , gonst , kdaer, kontschaft , kronn \ etc. These
and other forms occur freouently, and are traced back to early writings.
All of the fourteen occurrences are founfl in Schiller's "Jugen
versaciie" and arc of the o-.u+nasal bscoaes o:o nasal type. tut general as
this type was, and had been, Schiller oust have recognized it as pjtrelv
iiabian, for he abandoned it entirely after the first period.
1. Vdnor o.?33. 2. <auffrnann p. 74. ?. Ziaserische Chronik (-ta.p.75).
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n. pofe sowms mm with umlauts
Hildebrand (p. 552) gives an account of the pronunciation of
umlauts in Saxony, which is of ^articular importance at this point of our
investigation, since the chief northern influence on Schiller came from
ii
Saxony. He says: " Die Spraclre der
1
Gebildeten hatte kein wirklicbes o, u',
eu, sondern e, i, ei,oder ai dafuer. Lie deutsche Ireue ward ait zwei ei
gesprochen, ebenso der ITgfibegtT , die hochste Schonhert lit zwei e, Gottes
Giite ait o und i, u.s.w. Und nicbt nur die kleinen buereer etwa sprachen
so, sondern ebensogut die gebildeten Kaufleute, cuchhaendler tvfi.v*. }a der
Prediser auf der Kanzel, die ?rofessoren auf dem Katheder, die uehrer in der
Schule".
Hildebrand well remembers a lecture on Goethe' s Goetz, in
which the speaker was well a*are of the ouick succession of the two os, but
was unable to pronounce them, for he said: Goethes Getz.
Although Opitz in bis"Poeterei"eives some definite rules re-
garding cure rime, even he surprises us with the following combinations:
hoeren - verkehren, fuer - dir, Poeten - von noethen, B'reude - Leide,
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and many similar ;*ords; shoeing that to bin they were phonetically sure.
Now the question arises, sere Schiller and Goethe exceptions
to this generally prevalent pronunciation'.' They were not. Bow could they
ii ii ii
have been ? This is sufficiently arnarent from their rimes: c:e, 0; a,
:eu;ei, S ;i and many others. The pea tie of A'eimar speaking of their great
poet called him Gehde.
Now in continuing the study of the various combinations, we h»\s:
1. a in rime with e .
There reallv seems to be no need for calling attention to this
as ordinarily ^Dok^n
rime. Modern GernanAioiio Take no tffsunotion in tne pronunciation of the
riming words in this chapter, although if each vowel *ese taken by itself
ii
alone, a distinction would easily be iade between the a and e.
liven in the fifteenth century we meet *ith rimes like, her -
waer, beger - waer, laer - her, indicating that a and e must have been pro-
nounced alike, or at least, as closely approaching each other.
II ^
a) Short a : short e rimes:
Cenken - ertcaenken l,l?3; tette - Staedte T,399; himmel=
raerts - Ber.z 1,48,128; laeszt - fest 1,173; Wetter - Vaetter i,179;
attention must be called to the form Vaetter. From Goedeke's text we should
conclude at once, that it is a corruption for Vetter, creatine an imper-
fection where none was necessary. This ooinion must, however, be modified,
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i
when we see that three texts agree on the form Vaeter. if dchiller meant
Vater,as it seems he/id,he was for some reason Ifsled to the use of tt,
possibly to sake the agreement with Wetter more apparent. In that case it
is a rime of short e *rth lone a. schwaermt - lermt 1*188; The spelling
lermt is incorrect according to our commonly accepted orthography. The
ii
Swabian spelling according to sound, would easily interchange a and e, since
these vowels are constantly rimed in this chaoter. tlume'nschwelle - baelle
1,137; <<raenze - Lenze i,-3?7; lraenk - denk 1,345. To shos the setting of
these words, will be sufficient justification for the rime:
Guloppiren auf dem Springer,
Feiten ihn zur Traenk,
Nennen sich gar hohe Saenger
. Harden ein' ge, denk !
(lie rache der wvsen)
scbaeze - setzeT,390; Veste - Pallaeste E,29S; telt - faellt; blaettert -
geklettert I,?59; sterben - entfaerben 11802; lebt - graebtny312,?12;
erdenken - Schraenken X'J:,?14; raechen - sprechen Xi,2?0.
b) Long a long" rimes:
V/eere - cphaere i,ft>;: gebt - erspebt T,47; Schlaegen -
entgegen 1,43; iihre - waere T,51; verweht - susgesaet 1,179;
1. Hoffmann's Nachlese, boas' Nachtrsge, toas' cchillers jggj
L Though it tfas used by Luther and bis cotem pararies,
381
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spahn - drehn 1,131?. stehn - «ahn 1,203; schamen - nehmen 1,213; Seele -
quale 1,277; gepragt - gelegt 1,252; spahn - getin i,58f5; sebnen - Thranen
1,238; Zare - Cythere Xf,4; tpeere - Sabre Xi,2?l.
ii
c) Long a : short £ rimes.
Vater - Klaggezetter £,150. Kaerner in bis 1812 edition,
improves this rime by spelling Klaggezetter with one t, thereby presumably
lengthening the preceding e and forming a perfect rime of the aj_e class.
Heyne Uoerterbuch) perfectly justifies Koerner's supposed intention by
giving the MHG, zeter, zither, and adds the remark that zetter is of dark
origin. Schiller must have uronomnced the e long, though it is really short
by position. Ihe Scbriftspracbe recognizes onlv the long form with one t.
it ti
"
lierren - sabren 1,276; "Gefasze - Kesse Xi,2cc; usee - Gefasze XI, 296.
ii
It appears that Schiller uses this lone a :_short e combinati
only four times, in each of these cases the vosel e is short by position
( followed bj ss, tt, rr ). by the customary lengthening of the short
von el, this combination easily passes with the preceding ones of eoual vowel
length, but the fact that it occurs only four times, and was rejected after
1799, shows that ecbiller considered it imperfect; but failing to find bette
terms, he was not willing to sacrifice the sense for the rime.

2. a in rise with i.
a) Short a: short i rises.
Gesangen - schwingen 1,27; geringe - Gesange i,?7; beschim-
mert - niederdgnimert 1,38; blinzen - scharv;8nzen 1,133. In the lexicons
scbarwSnzen is spelled with e instead of .8, the a fori is perhaps one of
Schiller 1 s phonetic spellings.
spring - hSngt 1,225; Springer - Sgneer I,?45; tanker, - hinken 1,354;
Mngen - einzuscblingen 1,281; wiimert - atfgedliaert 1,295; arinkt -
trSnkt F,509; Sanger - Saitenschwinger 1,551; springen - Gesangen I, £55;
klingt - hfingt 111,167; Finger - Sanger IV, 17; hSngt - ziiagt IV, 181.
b) Lone T : logs T ritue.
TrSne - iiette 1,138.
As we have seen (p. 32) it is a Swabian tendency for i before
nasals to become e nasalized. Since in every Sri rime, the i is followed
by o or n, it is safe to infer that it approaches the phonetic value of e .
If that is true, then it reduces the 8u to an j^e time, which has been
discussed above (p.36>, and dismissed as phoneticali^Woxi?<ately pure.
Of this combination ire find sixteen occurrences, all but one
in the "Jugendwerke", showing that Schiller must have found it akward and
offensive from the standpoint of the Schriftsprache.

?0
?. 6" in rime with e.
tiere we bave a number of combinations differing with regard
to vowel quantity, which may be grouped in the following manner:
a) Short 5 : short e rimes.
in the first period: Gutter - iirretter 1,127; nolle - Stells
i,327; nolle - iireudenquelle 1,238; SilberhiJrner - gerner £,344; Cuelle -
nolle, GiHtern - klettern 1,283; schmettern - vergiJttern 1,243; Schlflsser
Presser 1,244; geklettert - vergoltert i, 559; selber - Gewolber 1,243,
Gewolber commonly appears as a second declension noun.. Whether Schiller had
any other reason for using this form, than a desire to rime it with ££lber,
is not atoareirt. Vetter - Goiter III, 171; wekt - schrSkt 111,175, V.hy
Schiller should employ this impossible spelling for schrecken is not imagin-
able, unless it was ceased by attraction to some other similar form which is
not used here. Though the rime may have seemed good to him, it might have
been made perfect by merely following the regular or : : :.-grapby.
The second period: Gutter - Better 1V,23; XI, 8; gegdJnnt -
brennt 1V,<9; Idcbter - Geschlechter Vl,?71; Aetter - Gutter Vi,?7?;
•rhort - wertb VI, 579; HiJlle - Stelle Vi,407; Hails - Schwelle VT,4e3;
helfe - zwolfe XI, 55.
Third period: ftelle - Holle XI, 501; getrennt - vergiJnnt XI,
202- Kapelle HiJlle xi "13*
^tU: " tetter Xi,841,?7c;Taclrter-Gescblechter
'""
' "
ITT, ^ -
v

b) Lone o" : Ions :• riines.
sch3n - eehn 1.171; Scene - SShne 1,51; Beh - 86b 1,187;
Seele - Hflhte 1,133; Hfltie - Fee 1,189; sehr - Verhflr 1,19?; Kitten -
Balsaibeeten 1,277; Systemen - striken 1,285; bflber - Seher 1,28?; KdJnig
_ ienig 1,207; hiJbnt - sehnt 1,389; Bflhen - stehen J'-, -319; Zerstflrer -
leerer 1,291; reden - yonndtthen 1,326; ftertb - Mgebdrt 1,355; DonnerbShe
- sebe 1,292; Planeten - Vorsenrfltben 1,280,559; tencenrtttbe - Tapete \M
; Scbflne - BlanrenScene 1,508; Sebne - /?ngstgest3bne 1,299; Gelehrten
-
schsflrten 111,175; Scbwflren here occars as a weak verb, which is rarel" ll3€d
Second period: wiederkehren - stflren IV, 46; bflher - Seber
IV, 50; Sarazenen - Weibersflbnen VI, 5; [{flben - ersteben, Scnflne - Athene
11,273; eeiebrt - aufeestflrt ¥1,549; gebdren - entebren VI.550,551; I&sei
- eeweseoVr,?5?; BiJtren - geschehen |1,580; beizastehn - erhflbn VI.568;
erhSren-^ebren VI. 577; webn - Bflhn ¥1.531; seben - HfJben ¥1.583; Hflbn -
stebn VI, 587; sebn - Hflbn VI,?93;XI,?1; HSbn-See'n Vi,?97; aflben - HIeben
VI, 415; Hfihn - untereehn XI, 7; Aesen - Lflsen XI, 15; ridlben - L-eben XX.85.
j hi rd oeriod: nflhen-ungeschehen Xi , 210; 8dh - See XI,330,
545,545,551; zurflcfcekebrt - cebftrt XI,???; tosserbflble - Seele XI,???;
Bede - Oede XI, 225; rierzbetho'rend-verzebrend XI, 244; Rflben - wehen XI,29£;
113; Hflbn - eescbebn, Flehen - Hflhen XI, 295.; HiJhn - stebn X1.507.4GS;
Scene - Iflne XI, 524; eresben - Hflben XI.554,403; erb3ren - tfeeren XI r845;
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Kdblen - beseelsn XI, 558; erhSret - eeenret n,?35; nnalergenen - Bimmels*
Mcen XI, 293.
c) Lone "5 : short e rises.
niederstrSmt - ttbe^schwemmt 1,47; Rett - auseehflhlt 1,269;
stflszt - test f,542; besten - tro'sten Xr,??0.
d) Short .3 : lone e rise,
edelster - gSttlichstsr kl, 27.
• • Minor (p-593) calls stterrtion to the fsct that cwabian poets
coffiSBonly used the rime .fl::a, as, Bdbn - eeschehn, Bdlie - Stelle, etc, and
Schille was no exception, thoueh Ms contempora^of whom Goethe s*ys: " nur
ein M eland sollte reimen", avoided it.
the
The short rise occurs ten tines in^'Jueendwerice" and nine
Uses after the year 1782. The lone rime is somewhat note coiiofl. ft is,.
'the
found twenty times in^'Jueendwerke" and late* -twenty six times, iroai this i
would appear thart Schiller saw no reason, even after he had come under the
influence of the Kiddle German and had made considerable advancement in
matters of form, shy he should not use this rime. The early impressions
which he received proved a lasting influence, rut it must be remembered thsr
in the Saxon and Thttrineian dialects 9 is commonly pronounced as an unrounde:!
vowel. And that therefore the influence of th^ialects upon Schiller

was in this instance not a corrective.
However pardonable his use of this rise may be, the long g :
short e rime is bad, as all other rises between lone and short
voxels are.
Schiller mast have realized this, for he uses it only four times in
his
"Jugendwerke" red once afterwards. fee must ofcourse take for granted
that
the general lengthenings applied to all these short voxels, but even then
the 8 : e rime remains offensive to the ear of the cultured
North Btnrarfi.
and doubly so if the vowel Quantities do not co-incide.
4. o in rime withj..
a) Long IT : short I rime.
stamen - schdimen 1,39. This rime in long « »ith short i
occurs just once, in the poem "Cer Abend'
1
,
which is among Schiller's earlies
attempts in 1776.
b) Long "fl : long T rimes.
This rime occurs four times, but also only in the "Jugenc=
werke". tfinen - SchSoen JugendschSne - fcierre 1, 266; Sc&flne
-
r v \ f /
N
muermiene 1,293; Seraphinen - narfentonen 1,389,
in this exceptionally small group of jhi rimes, there does
not seem to be a predominating attraction of either 'votel to the other.
1. See page 15 ff.

MBath see* to lose their own value, to :r: eet on neutral grounds at e about
1
midway between fl *:nd i; for i before nasals becomes e nasalized . Then the
I easily gives way to e \ as in KSnie - wenig, Hflbn - sehn, Scene - TdJne etc ,
thus a akin e the rime pure in the dialect.
fthat has been said about the lengthening of short vowels
(p.llff) apolies also here.
Schiller abandoned the uge of the 6:i rise very early, it
occurs DDly during the first period, five lives in all. it seears awkward
and inadequate.
5. u in rise with e.
.llenschen - Mnscfeen 1,107; IV. 20, is the only occurrence of
the short quantity of these two vowels in riffle, while the lens vovels occur
f
four ti:nes: ruhmen - nehmen 1,21?; Scene - tflhne 1,350, 293; Llademen -
rthmen 3,?41.
It has caused isuch adverse comment, that Schiller shoiild rime
tenschen with "Atinschen. Especially Schleeel finds it very ridiculous.
The norther Germans cannot forgive Schiller for using such rimes. Yet they
are justifiable in the Swabian dialect, though perhaps used somewhat freely.
1. c^ace 2?. 2. Page 52
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1
Kischer gives the following forms, which seem to justify
Schiller in his use: befttrcbten, schwabisch befercbten.
-enkttnden " en ken-den.
bernmen, j like e in legen.
Ttien Schiller's uenscben - Mnscben, Scene - Btibue, rnbnen - rcebmen, are
quite permissible, though ofcourse^ judged from tbe present standard of
German pronunciation , offensive.
This rime occurs only six Uses in the "Jugendwerke',' which
indicates that either by personal choice or by influence from without, for
some reason, Schiller discontinued its arse early in life.
8. in rime with i.
Various combinations, as regards quantity, occur under this
bending, which may be grouped in the following manner:
a) Short 8: short i rimes.
Hirst period: Himmel - Getnmmel 1, 87,50; Blik - zurflk E,47,
49; intznken - tliken - suszudruken 1,43; zugeschickt-eingedrflckt 1,50;
Glflke - Blike 1,50; Krttke - Blike 1,106; Bilk - zurflk 1,103; errtztiken -
Bliken 1,123; Kinder - Verkflnder 1,135; ftinden - verkflnden 1,186; Gifften .ji
lebradiften 1,137; bttcbse - Crucifixe 1,192; wiszt - kflszt J:, 19?; xxkikt
1. Schw&bisches 'Aorterbuch
y
Tttbingea, begun 1901.

( v f f ? N
•schikt - crtikt 1,194; Schandenliste- Gertite 1,194; eefflllet - us set rill el
f / \
berfllpet - umgestiluet 1,212; in order to emphasize a peculiarity is the
last tio rimes, which occur twice on the sane sage, I ouote the entire lines
/ ] 1
."Msnchen Kopi Bit lampf gefttllet,
:n:n.cben hast du urn get ril let,
Manchen klugen *opf bertilpet,
/
JUancben i|f«Q umgestiloeti'
The repetition of the sa::e word at the beginning of each line
gives a peculiar uniformity and adds force to the verse, but oar attention
is called in particular to the rime and setting of bertllpet - oagggtilpet .
This rime would have been deeidedlv improved, if cchiller had used the corre
spelling: umgestfllpetv in that case the .ft tould have given the desired agre
mint. He may howevec have been attracted bv the alternating of ft and i in
the last words, therefore sacrifising the correct spelling, in order to
preserve this regularity.
Ohrgebrttmmel
t f V /
Bimmel !,313; ftonneffllle - etille 1,216;
zurftk - Elik 1,219; ricliten - fitiebten 1,221; Perille - Gebrfllle 1,22".
?erillus (pl.Perille) is -supposed to have been the first Athenian ibo was
punished for • crime, 560B.G*?, by being roasted alive. UXftfc&Irafctt*** in a
El
-
brazen bull.
flftchten - liclrten(-to lift)!,???; umgerissen - kflssen 1,226;
1. Ihe general Scheme -i this oo6" is bib, b:
b
,t; |rd»ese,;c- %

id
f v f
vermisze - Kttsze, erblikt - errtzttkt, Sterbeblik- zurflk 1,339; *ill*t
-
erfttllst 1,3-85; Sonnenblik - zurflk 1,24?; aufeescboflkt - erblikt 1,246;
zurttke - Blike 1,253; zurttk - Blik 1.358, 265, 233, £91, ?1G,?54; IV, 12; XI, 8,.
5
sich - Kflch 1,257; Glflke - blike 1,353; eestiket - seschmftket 1,277;
Kinder - Sunder 1,276; entztiket - zerkniket 1,264; Augenblike - Brfke 1,27
Aueenblike - zttrfike 1,230; nim.ner - Trteer "1,231; trflke - erblike 1,231,
234; Entzaken - gtralenbliken 1,238, 295, 521; IV, 12; abeeknikt -
oflttfft 1,2
Gettamels - Bimmel'S 1,290; 1st - kttszt i,294,?10; dflften - vereiften 1,297
Itttter - BcUner. verblinden - Stinden 1,293; Kircbbof stills -
Lustgebrflll
1,299; niken - scbattken 1,207; £tille - Httlle, Gekliiper - Stamper M4g;
Gift - Htift 1,145; entztindet - vindet I,?57; pflflkst - niederblikst 1,259;
first - wirst 111,190- Sitzen - sDrtitzen IV. 4. This rise was written in
1735, but several years later it appears in tbe "Pracbtaussabe" as: sitzen 4
sprrtzen; indicating that tbe rime imperfection had come to Schiller's notice
and therefore been improved. fill* - stillt IV, 3; lissen - Kttssen, iineel=
blicke - zurttcke IV, 11.
Second period: Glflk - Blik IV, 25; irctzflken - Seelenbliken
IV, 46; Sonnenblik - zurflk IV, 51; scbmflcken - blicken VI, 20; crttcken -
blicken VI, 21,104; XI, c; Stille - Hfllle VI, 24; Hick - zuriick Vi, 23,263,
818, 265,281, 382, 419; XT, 3, 53; drtickt - aneeblickt !I,S0; Geistesffllle
-
Stille VI, 264; Gescbick - zurtick VI, 297, £57.282,268; unistrickt - errtzttckt

r /
VI, 269; flttebte - Gedicbte VI, 273; .ttberblickea - bflcken Vl,?49; blicke -
Iftcke Vi,?5a; Kflrst - airst II#854; blicken - zerstflcken 11,256; blitz! -
scta&tzt VI,?53; Sitzen - schtttzen VI,?64; Gltick - Geschick VI, ?6f5; ver=
jttnet -rtchringt, Mnin - Zinnnern Vi,?TO; bubenstticke - blicke VI, ?7?;
zttckt - nickt, brttsten - fristen 11,576; Triften - Schwefeldttften, lebnttckt
- eneeblickt VI,?79; enthtillt - quint VI,?37; .ttberlisten - rttsten VI,S89;
blicken - berttcken, geschaflckt - eestrickt Vi,491; Himmel - Getammel 11*294
oerttcbte - Angesicbte, blitzen - versorfttzen, fincen - ertinden Vi, ?95; tottz«
f >
_ Htirstensitze VI, 296; blicken - hftcken Vl,?99,40?; XI, 22; entrflckt -
blickt, anzuktinden - findenVI,?99; Sterbeblick - zurflck VI, 400; teUft -
verjflnet VI, 401; tlicke-zurttcke II, 403; XI,??,?4; Gerttcbt - Gesicbt VI, 418
eesticket - eeschmttcket XI, 10; blicken - pflticken XI, 11; Felsenrissen -
Gttssen XI,15; Htttten - bitten XI, 16; schmttcken - clicken XI, 18; Mix -
flberscbwillt XI, 34; Htttte - Sitte XI,??; erschftttert - erzittert XI, ?4;
Httlle - lille XI, 56; Triften - L,«ften XI, 49; bflicbten - flflcbten XI, 56?
schiraen - stftrinen XI.57; fallen - fallen XI, 59; einznrricbten - *r.ticbte..
XI, 62.
Ihird ceriod: Brftclrte - tonnenlicbte XI, 197; verjtingt -
ipriflgt, verktindet - findet XI, 199; eirtrissen - B'lttssen XI, 800; Glttck -
'click XI, 207, 2?1, 2??, 260/267, >09; erblickt - drttckt XI, 213; Gebrflli - stil
XI, 228; Htttte - \'itte Xi,2?5; fcersesr&cken - blicken XI, 240; sitzen -

etittzen 11, 242; brttste - Cbrists XI, 25?; Milan - stillen XrV254; Stille
- Htille Xi,262; fallen - erfflllen XI, 274, 232; aufgethirmtft - scbiniet XI,
f \ /
276; Cbristuskinde - Siftde XI, 279; clicken - scbmflcken XI, 232; Srtten -
H.tttten Xtr292,515; Klttften - Triften XI, 292; eefttllt - -sch-jillt, scbisflcket
- blicket XI, 295; ertteden - bin-den XI, 293; Hiansel - Sfttnael^iySiil
wiaiem -.'irflnifltern, flttcbtet - eelichtet Xl,?ll; eefffllt - vereilt XI,?12;
f f \ /
Schritte - fteimatbhtttte XI,£14; bindet - srttncet XI, ?15; iwipblioeen -
f / / N
zflnden Xi,?18; Gltik - Liebesblik XI,?20; verschwinden - entzflnden X*,224;
clicken - Bttcken XI,???; $rtinden - finden XI,??4; Stille - Halle Xl,?44;
( f \
' / \
linden - anzfinden XI, 245; drttckt - blickt XJ:,?49; trtickt - Aueenblicke H,
XI,?51,?59; Sprtzen - schtttzen XI,?52; Gescbwister - cttster, eethflrxet -
•scbir.net XI, 553; Sonnenblicke - rrflcke Xl,?60; Gescbick - zurBck XI,?51;
btille - Stille, Grttnde - rriesterbinde XI,?89; verkflnden - binden XI,?70;
scbaiftckt - blickt Xi,?71; finden - etinden XI, 57?; Gescbick - zorflck XI, 575;
blicken - entztieken XI, ?3?; Itfcke - blicke, strickt - bochbeslftckt Xi,?92;
clicken - loszudrttcken Xl,40?« Gescbv.istx-r - OWter .>.<,--•--..
b) Lone a : lone i (re) rimes*
Hirst period: Gefttbl - Steel 1,27,179; zieren - ftihren 1,46;
Hlflseln -spiegeln 1,47; glflbn - entzrebn 1,43; lieeen - Verentieen, zzsi.j
Sebiete - Gttte 1,51; sftsz - raredis 1,107,130; Hffel - Biefil 1,1"-; Kflbler
1
_ spielen 1,129; SreheBrepten - ltteten 1,1--1; sbifcobenxm >bBeoa>eo©»< xIj^a-jc/
l^n unusual preterite subjunctive fori.

r f \
Gewtthi - Lottospiel, ausstaffirt - ftibrt 1,181; Btgtlfl - lodesriegeln 1,182
Bpfeelt - fflblt 1,187; Hfirsteirspiegel - Klflgei, Tbier - dafflr 5,189; Geblttt
- fliebt 1,190; glflnn - flrebn 1,192; rtibren - cesertieren 1,194; gea«get
- besieget £,194; Uneestflni - Serafiir 1,216; zerflieszen - grtfszen |*820;
H'arrtasie'n - blflbn 1,326; blflbn - verliebn 1,227; >:tigen - sieger; I,???;
Brftder - vaeder I\ 3 el, 252, 252, 252; irr.fi der - Gliecer 1,255,272,232; kniet
-
rentelflht, betrttet - wieet 1,254; Gefttbl - ^onnesniel 1,243; drflbec - liebei
1,24?; eeglfllrt -'verrietb J:, 549; riechen - "ltichen 1,?^?; betrflgen
-
f ( f '
v
liegen, blflbn - fortzufliebn 1,258; air - ffir t,S54; Qettel - niecerfiel
1,261; air - dafflr 1,564; vcrflber-lieber 1,267; betrtfben - lieben I, 571,
'230; Hflte - Gebiete 1,282; srttser. - Paradiesen J:, 28?. The -spelling grttsen
for grtts?en is surprising* and can be accounted for in either of Uo ways.
It is passible tb^t the pcet was aiming at rime perfection, which iras Dartiy
accomplished bv his ueculiar orthography, ft is however probable that be
was rot aware of any existing difference between the value of the single 's
and 'the ss or sz. This ooint is discussed later, where the evidence -seen?
to establish tt e lacl^istincticn between s,ss snc sz as a fact.
^ruerwcltssv.flle - Brele 1,265; sir - dafflr 1,187,510; trflbten - Geliebten
f / ^
1,288; begrttszt - ttberflieszt 1,290; liegen - cflfigen, trtfben - lieben 1,
297; vier - caffir, Spiel - kfihl 1,506; Uhle - cuiele 1,?04; Fiegel -
.Hlfigel 1,281; uneestflno - ibm 1,546; surfihen - knieen 1,555; kriecher -
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Flttcben 1,553; vorttber - lieber Hi, 164; Veren.fi gen -
-scbaiegen 111,165;
f x /
Verenflgen - wiegen, zuzufliegen - 'Verenflgen ill, 167; Lieben - then 111,168;
f \
Siege - ifrtige 111,17-:; reeieret - beiHigeftibret, trflbste - Liebste Hi, 17-;
wieder - Hflrstenbrtider IV, 1; Spieeel - Hflgel IV,?; Flti eel-Spiegel IV, 7;
/ > '
lieber - vcrtiber, trfleen - lieben, liebet - fibet J v , 9 ; H'ederkiel - Gefflbl,
f t s
Thflr - ITMgelthier IV, If.
Second period: -sfisz - terecies, 'spielen - ffiblen IV, 21;
uneelettte - Gebiete IV, 24; wieder - cruder, abgeblflbt-fliebt IV, 27; Mlgei)
gesebwiegen IV, 29; snzuscblieszen - versftszen VI,?; verenflgen - liegen VI,
20; XI, 18; regiertet - ffibrtet VI.-Sl; gebieten - b.tften VI, 2.?; gestiegen -
verenflgen VI,25; Spiegel - Ifldgel VI, 29,173; Geffible - Spiele Vl,cl,?71;
XI, 15; Gefflblen -spielen VI,51,273;Xt,9; liebet - fibet Vt,264; Spiel -
Gefflbl Vi,370; Irieben - fiben VI,273; Sieeen - Verenflgen VI,275; verenfiee-
- curcbflieeet, Geffible - Harmon ierrspieie Vj\';77; verlieren - ffibren VI, 551;
•XI, 55; beerflszen - scblieszen VI, 554; Sieger - tetrflger Vi,?6?; Gliedern-
trfldern VI:, 568;
.
Thftren - verlieren VI, 569; feften - bieten VI, 570; Srkflbnei
- verdienen VI, 111; bttszen - bescblieszen VI, 575; elflbt - fliebt VI:,?77;
XI, 55; fflgen - liegen VI, 578; elflbn - fliebn VI, 530,405; ermficen - ent=
scbreden VI, 532; Verenflgen - bestieeen VI,592; irrflder - Gefiecer V!,594;
cegieren - ffibren VI, 596; uflrspielen - fflblen VI:, 401; Siegen - trflgen VI,
405; anzubieten - verettten VI,41i; ibiere - fflbre VI, 416; teflflgelt. -

rapiegelt, Geftlbl - Spiel VJ:,4?9; refiert - gettbrt XI,?; ttogestfln - ibni
If^lS; Siege - Ltige XI, 16; Qeftible - '/Aele XI, ?5; yftse - r.iegre >:I", c6;
Geftlbl - Ziel XI, 57; Z-iele - Kflble XI, 66.
Third neriod: ersebrercen - grflffen, Spiegel - Plfgel XI t 199;
glflhrt - ziefart XI, 201; ziebn - elflhn, begrtszen - tlberflieszen XI, 2C?;
fliebt - vereltibt XI, 207; lregt - eefflet, fflbret-reeieret XI, 215; fhttre-
eratulire XI, 214; befieblt - bimeefirsptllt XI, 322; Geftlbl - Sprel XI.225;
drtiben - lieben XI,253; verdier/t - erkflhnt XI, 248; bier - fttr XI,2$Q;
stebt - Gemtttb XI, 253; sescbwreeerj - 2-tlsen XI, 535; Geftible - Ssrele XI,?e7;
Brflder - nieder XI, 232; Mtihe - Knie XI. 287; Grfln - ziebn, Utter - Gebieter
11,288; seliebn - bltibn XI, 292; Geftlbl - tfiel Xf,£Q4; zieret - satim XI.
?05; fliebt - verblttbt XI.503; Krtgefllbl - tciel Xf,519; unrscbnttrt - ziert
seoierrt - eegrfirt XI,???; stlde - Liece XI,«26; zieb'n - eirUltlb'n X>,?.?3:
t v
bltihenc - zrekenc XI, 557; ftteen - aufcestiegeD XI, 541; fliehenc - bltlbenc
XI, 542; versiest - eefflet, BrtHcern - Gliedern XI, 251, 552; Gemfrtb - eedcbreb i
•XI, 565; Mae - Belide(Achilles) XI, 565; glflken - zreben XI,56S; Gespielen-
fflblen, petrtbt - liebt XI, 571; Spiele - Gertble, glflbn - flrebn XI, ?72;
Geftlbl - Spiel XI, 874; Siebec - J ben XI, 588; siein - bltlbt XI,591; zieren -
•rtlhiseD XI, 592; z-iel - ScbmeEzeefflbl XI, 595; sttsz - Paradiesz XI, 596; fifth
- Die XI, 599; schftrt - verliert XI, 401; bltiben - zreben XI, 402; er.flnen -
ruinen Xi,415; Gebiet - bltlbt XI,555; beer.ttszen - flieszen XI, 5S2; rtss
(tessieren - fflbren XI, 41?. A iftessier (English: vizier) is an hi eh officii!

in a teohanraedon country.
.c) The -short H : lone i riirre occurs -only four times in 'the
second period: Gerstenvttrde - Beeierde VI, 265; Gedankenvrtfrde - Begiepfite
' f \
VI, 270; Begierde - "tttrde VI, 253; Hflrde - rluebeererde XI, 20; -and once near
the close cf the third period: Zierde - wftrde XI, 516.
d) Lone .tt : short i rimes.
r v '
First .period: Worsen bltttb - lit I,l?3; risz - stfs2 1,130;
Narzissen - Httszen 1,158; bltihte - Mrtte 1,26?; LtiJveneris* - Ungeetta £,?4
f
>
elttbn - Kflniein 1,23.
Second period: bin - Grtln VI, ?0; gerissen - Httszen V£,?59;
fristen - venvttsten VI, 401; bl«hn - dahin XI, 17; Hftssen - vissen XI, 65.
Third period: sflsze - vusse HI,215; kflbn - bin Xf,8S6;
erfln - bin X.I,?.?4; cabin - ertin eineebissen - Htfszen XI, 554;
gerissen - Httszen XI, 585.
H'iscber designates the rexdet value of lone fl in the Bwabiafl
dialect as follows:
fttren, scbw. ftere , ie being equivalent to German ie in Diet.
beertissen, schvv. beeriesse.
irad-ktibel, Scbw. tadkitel.
betrtieen, scbw. eieentlicb - ie, etc.
in the short vowels -the ouality is the saire, as

Htichse, sc'nw. Elks .
mtel , fifl .
Fftttel, > tidl.
Brftete, " irriscbte. This last fora is interesting also
ecause of tire value of st, which in this position is equivalent to scht.
Also the preceding fors Ettttel, in which -the tt is prodouncec as I onlv.
bese peculiarities, however, 60 not affect tire t.
As we have seen above, tfcf value of fl in the cwabian is
equivalent to i. This then practically reduces all combinations in
this
chapter to i : i rimes, and there is no irregularity except trie
con-binatioi
between the lone and sho rt votels.
The following table will -show at a glance the relative
frequency of the fl
biire:
Quantity
r=—
f
fl:i first period second cerioc third period totaJ
1
\j • it | 7S 6| 205
a 57 U J 93
y \ — 4 1 g
— : * 8 5 6 17
/t,o 124 ±23
As c?n be seen by the frequency of its occurrence, 428 tires,
the fl:i rime was quite a faxzorite with Schiller, as it was with other

Swabian poets.
Bros a comparison of the three oeriods in tire above tabulatioi
it is obvious that Schiller never considered the Jki tyoe a poor rise, tfeoag
its frequency of occurrence constantly decreases in each succeeding uerioc.
Northern influence cannot be made responsible in this case for the decreasin
requency, since the Saxon and Thttringian dialects sake no distinction
between ! and i. The decrease is urobablv largely due to the poet's grows
ability to distinguish between perfect and imperfect rime schemes.
The following quotation shows how commonly Schiller used this
Hi combination in his youth, for he wrote the ooem containing these lines
at the age of eighteen. However oblivious to its imperfections
he may have
been at that- tine, in later years it is impossible to find consecative
lines
dth so many occurrences of the jki rim:
"Ja ruft, nit jauchzendem Getflmmel:
It i^ts, It ists, ion hohen Hiinmel
%rm ionnetag ifirs zugsschickt:
!hr sahet ihn ! welch seltnes Glflke !
ftem bleibt nicht jeder seiner Hike
fief in die Seele eingedrftkt!" 1,50.
(Schwsbisches Hagasifl 1777, S..c75 - 573)

HI. IMim FILING HTH SlldOfi
After tire discussions in the preceding 'chapter, on pure vowels
in rime with umlauts, it becomes a comparatively easy setter to disease of
the umlaut combinations. Hor, by either single or double substitution, ve
get rimes similar to those found in chapter two, page 25 ff.
Let us consider, for example, the Bio" rime.
In the Sirsbisn dialect i,e,.i5 have practically the same phonetic
value, meeting at e. lake then .6 which is coupled in rime with e, as: Gutter
- Vetter, schon - eehn, fceb - d6h, etc(p.-~l). in each of these cases the fl
is phonetically equivalent to e, and the words in question are pronounced
Getter, schen, rieh. Substituting this e for .6* in the Jifl rime, under press it- :
consideration, we get an 8:e rime, which has been discussed (Chap. II. f). 28 ff
-, with the conclusion that it closely approaches phonetic perfection.
Vowel quantity may be ignored in the present chapter, for
there is no discrepancy with regard to length in this class.
1. Hildebrand (d.?5£) verifies this statement by calling
attention to the fact that the Swabian o renounces hggjrgtg SchJnheit with e_
as the root vowel in both words, likewise Goethes Qgtg as Gehdes Getz , etc.

1. a in rime with 6".
a) Short 8 : short S rise:
The rime in the short vowels occurs -seven "tines, 86 follows:
Geholze - GewSlze 1,249; eefichdpttt - sfegssJptet 1,261; bltttert - vergfttte
!,?59; VerScbter - Tflchrter Eocken - ?8cken VI, 29; Gutter - clatter
31,11; G&tzen - Sch&tzen XI,410.
b) lire longT : loss "5" rime occurs thirteen times, as follows
V.ai-serrtbrSrre - hmevtive r,233; untertbgnie-Konie 1,240;
IhrSnen - eilbertonen r,288; spgbte - MoreenriKbe f,282; nfcbrt - eebSrt E,
/ / s
239; bobaen - TbrSiren !:,?09; K9nie - urrterthc
M
ni.g 131,168; fSbrt - hort O
£95; Tr»H€ - Getdne Xr,46; Hobe - Slbe XI, 197; 273, 40?; uirterthgnie - Kflnil
tv the substitution of the phonetic values sBegestec above:
blHtert - vertoltert becoires bltttert - versetterU
TrSne - Getcne becomes IrSne - Getene.
nSbrt - eehort becomes ngbrt - sebert, etc.
This process cleerly flakes tbe .8:3 rile^vrif^lie tvue
discussed in Chapter 11,1, where the 8:e rime is considered pure when the
quantity of the rimine vowels co-incices.
Ibe coriclusion therefore follows, that the above SiS rime is
to be regarded as pure in Swabian.
Hi relative freguency of occurran.ee by periods is as follows
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irst period eleven cases, second period five cases, and the
third oe-iod
our, indicating a gradual decrease.
2. I in ri th fl .
We find this combination only twice in the -Short and once in
he long vowels. Two cases are in the wet's .Mugendwerke\ the other earh
in the second period. Long: 2t*rnenbttbne - Thrane
Short: Mn*e -
Kranze 1,542; bandigen - sfindigen IV, 25.
According to Hiiaebrand (p.355) and Fischer the Swabian | in
accented syllables is equivalent to Modern Sensau i, ('see f).
Chapter 11,3 con-tains i in rise with £, in -*de - Liede,
•Tttcke - tlicke, Bitten - Htttten, etc. Since this « is
eouivalent to i, we
have the following values: side, Ticice, Hitte. II we now
substitute this i
in the 8vfl rime, we have an Jhi rime, which coincides with
the type in chapt
11,2, where we have discussed the Swabian tendency of
treating i+n as e nasal
(Fene for Christophine, etc.).
ft will now also be noticed that in each of these combinations
(Sternentihne - Thrane, Kiltse - Krauze, bsndisen - sindisen) the i sub-
stituted for ± is followed by jn , thereby becoming e_ nasalized. The rime
therefore virtually becomes §ie, which is phonetically pure in the
Schrift-
SDrache.

if xe employ tire above ordcess of substitution,
Maze becomes jiagg becomes '.lenze - $r.8nze.
cternenbttbne becomes -bihne becomes gtgrgqgbgbgg - TbrSne.
bSndisen - stindigen becomes siadi sen becomes sen dig en .
Although in this manner the above rines can be made to appear
fairly acceptable in the Sxabian dialect, thev can not be justified from the
point of view of modern pronunciation and must be rejected from the general
point of view as very impure. Schiller must have realized this, for be as«
the combination only twice in bis "Jugendiverke", and once soon thereafter.

5Q
IV. DIPHTHONGS.
1. The ai:eu rime, (i'reude - 'Aaide i,4>, occurs only "twice.
Once in the very first paett written to his parents by
Schiller, when but nine
years old, under tire -title "Gedicht 2Q1 Keu.iehr". The
-second -time he uses i1
in the year preceding his death (1304) in verses occurrins
in"Hlbelm fell*
(neu - *av XI, 596).
Kischer gives the pronunciation of beceuten as bedeiten, like
ei in German tlei. In eeule the diuhthone also has the
value of ei. Sroa
these and -similar words, it appears that the Swabian
pronounces eu like i
in iineli'sn miffja, German mein .
The Modern German knows no phonetic difference between si
and
ei, as laiEen - weisen, to} - dabei, etc. Then, bearing
in mind Schiller's
natural pronunciation of eu, »reude - 'Aside, neu - Kay, were
perfect rimes
for bis, and it is surprising that he does not use them oftener.
2 Id »-r^ucz**"
H Hfi. *e find -the airin rise, Kraise-Hsuse
1,325,
Like -the Modern German, the Swsbisn makes no distinction
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between :eu and .8u. As for •exsrrrle:
rcoraen,
lie v: 8use 'sine durch das feuer sirs den KSnsern verscheucbt
The Swatiai would say:
Tie \ierse sind -dutch das Feier aus den Beisern "verschelcht
worden,
?. ei in rinre wrtb eu.
First period: schweieen - bezeugen f,48; weint - \1e17scber.?
freund 1,50; zerstreun - sevn f,129; vereint - FreuD* r,123; steigt -
fleapt l'J79; Jusendfreude - Fosenkleide £,180; frente - Geleite, Gerst -
fleuszt J:, 13?; Scbaarenweis - Bronretfcaus r,186; eenszt - rarest r,210;
Schleyer - Feuer E, 217, 234^387; Seucben - Feicben £,281; casilrskenxjfeile
f
v
Krokocileebeule 1,222; fteilen - be.den 1,327; Feuer - Lever 1,348; tfeurre
f s /
kleine 1,244; Donnerlceil - Gebeul 1,255; beteufeln - verzweifeln l,<fj;
eucb - Fliegenreicb T:,?77; Rene - verzeibe, Freude - iiogeieide "J:, 273;
beuet - neigt 1,291; Zieifel - Teufel i,292; eeucben - scbleicben £,299;
nberscbneyt - beut,Scbnreicbeley - neu r,?0£; Freuden - beneiden, freu'n -
arein i,?04,?06; Bei't -bent £,506; zwei - treu, eucb - ^niereicb, vorbei -
tre.u 1,207; Scbnreicblern - fieucblern £,208; Freude - L-'evde f, 111; beu.een
-
-steieen 1,514; Lonnerkeulen - :eilen#f,S21; Freund - Feind 1,346; ev -
naeelneu t,549; fevren - jbeuren E,553; freun - Pein 111,165;

rseyn - erfreun IV, 2; setreu - 'vorbei IV, 9.
Second period: geieifrt - bereft IV, 35; Freude - v?eide IV,
tgjfern - erneuern Vi.2,10; sein - freun VI, 3,278, ?51; Feuer - lexer VIr22;
freuten - £erteu VI, 27; Beute - vermsledeyte VI, §0; gsieilrt - gebetrt VI,
267; ifreuden - weiden Vi,270;XI,55; eebeut - Ewiekert VI, 274; fieicb - eiicl
f / \
VI, 275, 276; Beit - auegestreut VI, 275; erfreute - Seite VI,?~1; Gebeule -
Peile VI.457; scbweigen - z&gen Vi,c53; fieulen - tbeilen, Beide - Freude
VI,?81; Eeute - Streite VI,?66; fleugt - zeiet, -steieet - benget VI, ?75;
"Cunkelhert - eebeut VI,5f5; teyden - Freuden Vi,?79; Scblreyer - Beuer VI,
£90; steieen - beueen Vi,?3?.,?34; eeneiet - eezeust Vt,?36; strew) -seyn
VI,c94; beaebleunirt - eepeinigt Vi,?99; beuet - neiet VI, 408; Beute -
Streite VI, 411; rein - freun VI, 412; zerstreun -seyn VI, 414; freun -
G:ebein VI, 415; Freuden - Leiden VI, 417; steigen - '/eueen VI, 413; eebeut -
etreit VI, 419; scbeut - Notwendiskert >:I,1-7 ; Freunc - 'n'eind XI, 14; scbei=
den - Freuden XI, 3?, 27; Sfcreit - erneut XI, 5?; erfreut - eeweibt IM8,\
eucb - Scbatteoreicb XI, 55; entzweye - Rene XI, 56; scbrceigen - ^exteen XI, 5:
f \ /
bleicb - euci:, Farbenfeuer - Scbleier, L/euen-befreyen XI, 60; Scheune-Seine
XI, 62.
Third period: 'leus - teis XI, 199; 8teige - Benge XI, 200;
'/^eisen - teveen XI, 203; beut - fceit XI, 212; Feier - tbeuer XI, 214; steil
- Gebeul XI, 220; beulen - Keilen XI, 2-2; M'O - binein XI, 223; befreyet -
zerstreaet XI, 321; fceide - Freude, verleybn - streun XI,2c2; Eflile - Keule

Scbweitz - Kxentz Xi,2cc; 'eucb - elexcb XI, 240; Feu - frei XI,I45; leicbt
- feucbt XI, 247; eebeut - littsternheit XI* 249; weich - eucb XI, 250; bereit
- gebeut XI, 251; verzeibt - gebeut XI, 254; ^weigen - zeugen XI,261; Leu'D
- befrein XI', 275; Beirte - leite XI, 278; Brsigkeit -erneut XI, 277; keucbe:
- wei.chenXI,279; theilet - beulet XI, 239; befreien - bereuen XI, 234; bb
gebeut - 8eit XI, 255; Eile * K'eule, gleicb - eucb XI, 287; zweye - Ireue XI,
233; beide - n'reude XI, 239; ms - K'reis XI, 299, ?40; Bcbeu - frey XI,*13;
frey - neu XI, 520; Schnreichc-lfreunde - Keinde XI, 527; leiten - deuten XI,
555; frent - fterrlicbkeit Xt;557; -scbtfeigen - zeugen XI, 563; Vereengenheit
- streut XI,564; leiten - bedeuten 564,536; £eus - eternenkrers XI, 365;
freuten - Zeiten XI ,566; gebeut - Efwigkert XI, 575; bltftbenzeit -erneut XI,
-577; -erfreun - frein XI, 588; Freuden - L'eiden XI, 590; freun - seyo XI, 592;
schweigen - zeugen XI, 594; freite - Beirte, erreicbt - kreucbt XI, 597;
erzefreen - ecbseigen XV, 413.
Ibe ei:eu rime is quite popular lvrtb Schiller, tie uses it 45
times in the first ueriod, 54 "times in tbe second end e^Ltimes in tee third
period, showing that he considered it a good rime. Ibis combination has
•really been .explained under the first case in this chapter, fte there tried
to show that the phonetic value of eu is ei in the cwabian, and for that
reason it -rimes vd'tb si, if :ett is equivalent to :ei, tben the two "tenet in
the :ei::eu type become identical and hence rime perfectly. So Schiller

used it freely to -the great satisfaction of 'the Swabian people . 3 his fact
however, cakes it by no seans a pure rime in the ccbriftsprache.
4. ei in rime trtb .Su.
First period; traumen - reirren 1,13"; steuben - treiben I,
13*; getrSunrt - gereinrt, gesaurt - -rteifrt 1,231; Jriume - HorgSDkeiiffe E,
228;IV,S; treibt - stra.ybt 1,254; Peictrt - dUucht f,257; Gesture - Keinw
/ >
1,237; TrSunren - keiaien 111,166; EC'einreo - HSunren IV.,?; aufeeh^uft - torch
V
•sebweift IV, 20.
Second period: eestraubt - treibt Vi.266; durcheilen -
/ V
Stolen VI,275; Einigkeit - dreut VI,274; eufeengufet - zuVereifet VI, 276;
lile - Saule VI, 561; cetaSuft - schleift Vi,575; well - cr.gixt VI, 407;
umzSunt - scbeint VI, 590; Keinren - TrSrcmen Xt,35.
Third nericd: Buste - Geiste X!,3?4; Stcltfcfee - Teiche XI,
g?5; draun - Beihn XI,276; baufen - ereifen XI, 277; idle - Stale >J'v :
eilen - SSulen XI, 297; brSunen - erscheinen XI, 308; ReuersSnle - 8eile l\
111; Gebkde - fteide XI,516; eehauft - eereift XI,?17; csulen - t?eilen X
; SSulen - heilen XI,?86; L-orbeerreisern - Hausern XI, 483; braute
-
weibte XI, 571; ereifen - hSufen Xi,411.
i
under cases one end two in this chapter ye have seen how
ai, eu, au are placed in rime with each ether. Also that there is no
distinction in -either Swafcian or Vodern German between ai and ei.

Consequently the eirjha combination is analagcms to the above -types. In fact
•the entire .chapter contains northing, pboaetically speaking, but the aire!
mime, according to the Swabian pronunciation. But according to the High
German value, all types may be said to be equivalent to the ai:e u type,
ynich is cf.course impure.
Hrom the following table we see that the ei : eu type is far
more freouent than any of the others, in fact four times as common as all
other types combined, occurring 155 times while other forms are found it -Xim
The Modern German ai::eu rim, which is phonetically -equivalent
to twabian airei, occurs in the following types:
first period second period tbirc reiioc total
ai :eu 1
•i
J.
<-
<:
ai:.8u 1 1
ei: eu 45 54 5V 153
ei:.8u H 1$
total 91 83 76 191
In comparing the totals of the three periods, we fine that
Schiller did not .consider it necessary to discontinue the general rime
-
scheme of diphthongs treated in this chanter, it may seem striking that the
ei:.Su form should occur twice as often in the third as in the second period,
but this is merely a phonetic variation of the general type of the
diphthongs ei : eu.

V. CONSONANTS.
Several consonants, ifclet) differ slightly In Vcdern German,
are placed in rime by Schiller, regardless of their -differences,
i.e.jtbe
dentals d and t, the gutturals £ and 1c, the sibilents s, ss, sz,
are in each
case made to rime with each other.
1. Jhe general c:t rime clearly consists of two distinct
tyces,
irt medial and Art final .
a) Concerning "the d and t in medial position, Kauffmann Cp.l8i
says: "Lie stimmlase lenis (d) entsrricht mbd.c (aus J>)
und t (aus c) und
wird gesorochen, inlautend: £de = weide, guide = gulden, fecich = fertig,
kr^de = geraten, gelungen", etc.
iron 'this -state-sent and many examples that we might collect,
we find even by the orfebogrenhy, that the Swabian often uses I medial,
where
the Schriftsprache uses t. It must be for this reason that Schiller
rimes
voiceless t with voiced d, as follows:
Hirst ueriod: snrtihte - mtide 1,191; ratben - laden i:,19?;
gleicbbalden - bebalten £.203; bote - lode J,8?0; drunrter - wuncer £,246;

Lance - bekanirte 1,356; baden - bra-ten I,27|; berunter - toroder j:,?72,?80;
Iftoksten - 'Aaden 1,276; Labyrintben - tlvta 1,531; Gebrete - Liede,
Verfeannter - :einander 1,232; Kleider - belter 1,47; Plaireten - reden E,396
baden - Saaten f,23; Fosenpfaden - Tbaten 1,47; ausgebadet - bratet i,l?0;
ri-elden - ftelten 1,27; vergolden - rollten 1,130; tandelt - beagntelt 1,541
boden - Soten i,?54; • Kleinigkeiten - Leiden III:, 137; Gallskleide - relte
III, 17?; berunter - ftunder Hi, 174; vergelten - nrelden IV,?; ersfldet -
brtttet J v , 11 ; H' reude - heute IV, 14.
Second period: vorgelecen - :entratben IV, 2c; sollte - Golde
VI, 7; abeescbieden - anzubieten Vi,2S3; irrauteeivande - unbekannte VI, 275;
Pfaden - errathen VI,?31; zitterten - liebenden XI, 9;
Ibird period: vercdet - cetfltet XI, 27?; Seen - Sturnresnfltben
•XI, £45; Harden - in/elspforten Xi,?34; bestreiten - erleiden XI, 275;
Eoden - locten Xi,?91.
This type is found 2g times in the first period, 6 tinres in
the second, and f times in the third.
b) Concerning the c end t rimed in final t>osition, Kauffmann
(p. 139) says: "Tenuis ssuirata (tb) erscbeint auslautend fflr inlautende
lenis unc fortis". As for exafflpLe: bat bote, juget » jugend, opt = und,
obet = abend, etc.
It is relevant to add bere that also in Modern German the

voiced stops become voiceless in fin si position. ixaaples in d and t are:
Kind, Lend, und, bad, Lied, Gold, Jagd, ?ferd,all of -which ere pronounced as
with final t.
fte may therefore maintain that rises of this tvtre are phorretif
cally pare, a&d sre corrsequeirtly :eiuploy:ed quite freely by Schiller as well
as by German paets in genual.
Mrst period: fteid - iifrsterahrert 1,211; ausgeerannt - Land
I:, £13; fort - Vord 1,229; fliebt - Lied i,??4; verirrt - wire 1,248;
f f \
eerollt - Bptegelgold 1,253; Tumult - Pult - Scbuld I,2-~4; Pferd - werth
I, 255; Senile - ftrfcfct 1,264; ii'benbild - ouilit "J", -67; t'elt - Held 1,372,
?44;?47; unerkanirt - rand 1,289; bile - cuillt 1,291; fold - Kelt T,?05;
ziebt - unterscbied E,|Q3; walU - bale i:,?10; Gold - rollt £,S4§; quillt
- fcsenbild 1,227; eineespanrrt - Schwanenlanc i,?44,?.47; flamnrenroth - Toe
E,S58; entcuilTt - mild f,2-?7; bekannt - Land, aneestellt - Bela 111,170;
nreint - Feind IV, 4; Held - Unterwelt IV, 14; bekannt - Band IV, 20; eestill
Ihenbild 11,80.
Second period: ziebt - Glied Vi, 571; sch.villt - Jowisbilc
II, 272; bekannt - stand Vl,?48; unbekannt - band VI,?S9; oaillt - Bllfl VI
f / \ /
N
?73; Magd - zugesagt, tagt - jegt VI,?90; Heerc - wiederkehrt Vi,?92;
/ / v ' v
'
Strand - unbekannt VI, 4.00; bedrolrt - Tod VI, 407; iidelsuth - lud VI,414;
t
I'ort - Mord VI, 415; durchbrenrrt - Hand VI, 413; Tod - roth V'1,419; errt=
brannt - banc Xt,20; airseespannt - Banc XI,32; uneestillt - Sonnenbild XI,

•seyc - Vereangenheit XI,56; vereirrt - *eind Xi,.e7; alt - Aalc /i, 62,5c
;
Seelenbirt - vara XI, 62.
Third period: Notb - lad XI, 235; bebend - renrrt Xl:,337;
scballt - ftald XI, 251; unbekannt - Gercand Xi,??8; alsobalc - POfentbalt XI
2r2; 'Unistrant - Hand Xt,255; Gestalt - bald XI, 272; mrthentbrannt -
r
r r \
stand XI,230; Ort - vord XI, 237; scballt - H'icbtenwald, eewanct - nanc XI,
/ V
297; eebrannt - Hand Xii,?05; Kini - beeinrrt, beeinnt - pfeilgeschvdnd XI,
/ v f f \ /
?07; Gebiet - Lied Xi,?34; ^xeneold - zollt XI,S27; Zuflucbtsort - ":Oi-d
XI,g83; Gold - relit, G&ttermactrt - Jaed XI,?c7; Band - venvandt XI,?50;
r & v / / \
bekanrrt - tfenschenband XI,558; Welt Geld, scbidllt - tonnenbilo XI,564;
UU - Welt Xi,?68; drofcrt - Tod Xi,?7G; gakranrent - bebend XI.384; irferc -
beeebrt XI, 535.
The fact that this type is much more •.common ivitb Schiller tbar
•the preceding one is apparent from the following summary:
first period second. period third period tC ' 1
Type a (crt medial) m c 5 89
b (art final)
i
51 24 27
total
—
59
ps appears from a comparison of lire numbers in the first
originally
column, 8cbillerAexer.eis*d only slight preference betvceen the crt rimes,
final and medial, in favor of 'the final, "in the second period the choice

between the c:t_final with 24 cases end the Srt medb*)mib only 6 occur #..ce ,
becomes very striking. This credos inen.ce is .even greater in the third perio ,
i y comparison "shows.
ft is strikingly apparent from the second fine third .columns,
•that Schiller early recognized a vest difference as to phonetic value,
between the d:t rimes, medisl and final, accepting what is even 'today con-
sidered a good rime and rejecting almost wholly v;hat is objectionable un to
•the present time. The influence of the 'addle German acted here as a
corrective.
2. g in rime with k.
nelct - hegt 1,1*3; kek - tree r,?52;Hl,172; "token - Thaten=
r
bergen 1,179; rtikt (rtickt) - lfkt 1,191; teg - Spek 1,213,212; Schopfungs=
werke - zwerge 1,021; schwankt - bangt 1,255; weg - keck Xi,210.22L
Kauffmenn (p*3Q2) coirrts out that the Swabian pronounces .
illustrating
final g as k, and in/yBUOLB,Jtt> tbrs fact be gives the following rexaapres
among others: frok= frege, arek = arg, berk = berg, scblik = scblige, etc.
iebttert (Goethes Rei:r, p.42) fines that Goethe knows of no
such rime as g:k, "von deren gleicber /iussurache nur cer Gberceirtsche wciss;
wie wir denn solche heime in Venle von Schiller her kennen". in speaking
of the *Vienge"of such rimes, he must have in mind Schiller' s entire works,
or else he if mistaken, for this riie occurs only eleven times in the pO«KS,
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The indications are that this combination seemed quite
acceptable to Schiller in bis youth, before northern influences affected
bin
but in -the third ;eriod only one of the formerly used rimes is found,
and
that occurs only tm.ce. while in tiie second period this rime is entirely
Iwanting.
s in rime Birth rgg or m*.
Modern critics on versification generally spree that the 'srse
rime is impure, for the High German makes a clear distinction
between voice
less ss (fassen) and voiced s (blasen). ibis combination was not
generally
accepted during the eighteenth century, although employed occasionally
by some poets. Burger (Srisebachp.4?8) says: "Sebr unrein *nd widerwartig
sind das gelince s auf das scbarfe ss, wenn ein Vokal esrsuf folgV. Ita
general attitude toward this consonant combinatior^ne inferred from poets
like Canitz, Gellert, Gleim, nailer and naeedorn, who use no such
rimes.
•to
Now the Question is: bow did Schiller hapue^use this srss
rime, if it was not generally used or accepted at the time ?
A.KSchlegel seems to think that stjcb rimes betray the
B ,. 1BwabiaD .
1. frenn jemand ,, Scbosse" reimt auf "Bcrse"
:
mt "*enscben" "winschen"; und in Prose
Und Versen scbillert: nreuncel wisst,
L&sz seine neimath Schwa ben ist.

I he Frankfurt dialect kno;rs practically no dif fer.en.ce between
s and ss.. ^flicker
1
safe: "Bnences s fehlt affserer ^uncart".
Jjirmenich
2
adds to this: "Das selinde s 1st -der Frankfurter "uncart tread,
s. ss, sz sind daher .tiberall eleich auseesprochen".
I call particular attention to these authorities on the
Frankfurt dialect, because ftebnert
2 mm\ mairrtaiirs ibml there is no
difference between the Frankfurt 8 nd the Swabian orooanciation of s. r+e 'say
"'Air erkennen an Goethes zanlreicben srss Beluen den branken, der seine
Aussnrache der s-Q.aiite ait 4m Bcbaabaia geaein hat".
Since the Frankfurt and the Swabian s are found to be identi-
cal, let us now ascertain whether any distinction whatsoever ii made
between
s and ss. On this uoint *eber' is not atall clear, but leaves it to
the
judgment of the individual, whether s,ss are to be used interchangeably or
Dot. Generally he lakes no distinction.
Aehnert is positive that there is a slight difference. rie
says thev are pronounced ali'se, but not so,"dass der Gebildete s unc ss in
seiner Aussorache eanz zusa.-smenwflrfe; das ware zu viel eesaet. m unterschit
d
3.. Faul and braone, reitrgg t zur Ges.cblcbte der deut . Sprache
TV. -40.
2. Genamens Vfllkerstiamec If, 32.
?. Goethes Beia p. 18. Uissertation by rruno ftehnert.
4, J.G.H.Webers Deutsche Spracbkurrst . fcrankfurt a/»;1759.

li Spitfcben ist da, indem der im Grande slsiche s-Laut etwa in "reissen"
so zu sagen els fortis, in "reisen" als lenis gesprochen wird. P.her dieser
unterschied ist nur klein und lange nicbt der, der er bei urrs Norddeutschen
ist, wo s als Hauptcharalrterisfcilnni den Stimmton hat".
1
Belling says: "Schiller schreibt zip Iheii s Ettr sz, z.fc.
base - schlose (scbloszh Lose - Gro'se, Get§se - Grose. Hierauf hat wohl
der lialekt eineawirkt. freinhold nSirlich bemerkt in seiner alemanischen
Grammatik S.152: 'Sebr bemerkenswerth ist einfaches s ftir sz. n's beginnt
im dreizehnten Jahrbundert und ststit ira Reime ftlr echtes s. Nsch LSngen
neigt sich tlbrisens die heutige tfundart zur Sibilierung der asDirierten ;uts:
verlose, gstose, mttese'".
H find this rise IS! tines in Schiller's "Jugendwerke", but
only 7 times during the second period, and again 10 times in the third, as
follows: r
First period: entreissen - lisen 1,187; Frfilblingsrosen -
bingegossen f,38; angepaszt - graszt 1,183. The spelling graszt for grast
is obviously employed for the perfecting of the rise, but the exchange of ss
for s indicates that Schiller saw no reason why this .Tight not be done at will.
itrsen - heiszen 1,192; boose - Stosze 1, 19? ; preiszt - Geist 1,219. Ihe
spelling preiszt is ouite surorising, creating an imperfection where there
might have been a pure rise by merely following the common spelling. This
adds evidence to the fact that Schiller recognized no difference between s
1. Lie -'etr-U Schill |gg . :7.^JfejiMfeJ

and sz. Greszeu - eepriesen :$,322; Scljaase - V;orgenrosej,??3; eesessen -
gewe sen 1,350; Tartarus - "orgengrusz 1,251,255; susz - Zerberus J,252;
ifusz - Spirittrs 1,257; Lose - Grose 1,859, This is evidently an attempt
at a pare rime and seeins to show better than anv preceding case, the close
approach of Bwabian s and sz to each other, sttsen - Kttssen 1,385; sttsze -
.Kttsse I, :294; Grdse - GetSse 1,559. This last rinse again furnishes an a*
excellent specimen of the close accroach of Bnabian s and sz to each other.
Second oerioc: ESsen - entblSszen IV, 23; fciesen - flieszen
/ / v
11,5; heiszen - sueisen VI,50; entreissen - ardereisen ¥1,552,562,561;
r \ t
Br^engrdsze - GetSse XI, 18,
Third oeriod: los - Fosz Xi,356,552; Loose - Schoose XI r2SI
cliJsze - Qekrflse Xi,231; begrftszte - Ktiste XI, 293; 2eitenschoosze - Loose
/ '
XI, 507; verschlosz - Los XI, 544; :<arte:isch.losz - losz.XI,579; enrtbl!Jszet
erlSset XI, 534 ; groszen - Loosen XI, 595.
Ahen we examine closely the b: ss:sz rifles used by Schiller,
bear in mind the general Swabian tendency of lengthening stressed vowels,
1. Schoose (Schosze). different editions show different soell
ings. in 130? Schoosse, 1305. Schoosze, 1314 Schosze. The single s and sing
are in the minority, each occurring only once in these four variations.

and Te.neT,ber what fteinbold says: "Meh uSneen neist sicb die heutise Hundart
zur Sibilierung der aspirierten Mixta'** - then we are quite ssfe in asserting
hat ali data seem to establish the fact, that cchiller used s, ss, sz
interchangeably, and that he,' was quite unaware of any existing distinction
between then, fine to ^wabian T nTIuences^

VI. DOUBLY IIIPUBI 61MIS.
There is really no reason for entering into a discussion on
the following ri:nes as a whole, though the BOfit striking features will be
dwelt aeon later. The imperfections occurring have been discussed in ore-
vious chapters, fte find nothing new here, exceot the fact that in each one
of these -rises two or aiore irregularities occur, which fact lakes a detailed
classification impossible. Therefore thev are grouped as doubly iopure, i.e.
,
defective in vowel as well as consonant combination, ior example: 3or3de -
Wette. »e notice first the unnatural coupling of the umlaut vowel .6 with e,
then the lone towel with the short one, and finally the voiced consonant c
with voiceless t.
In this manner we might analyze each rime and point out its
irregularities; but as is aooarent from this example, all these points of
variance in quantity and quality come under the scope of ore'viously discusse;:
rimes.
in at ! wish to emphasize before giving the entire list in
chronological order, refers to the j:t final rime, listed here.

B7
If the d:t had been the only irregularityln these rimes, they would properly
have found place in that group and would have been classed as acceptable.
Or, if the d:t finil in these cases had simoly been oassed over as good rime,
then all of these combinations would have been placed in their respective
groups with merely vo^el imperfections, i call soecial attention to this,
for, one who reads the d:t final as ohonetically Dure, might classify those
rimes marked with an asterisk (*>, as vowel impurities only, and would be
perfectly justified in doing so; though I prefer to classify them as double
impurities, suggested by the orthography.
B'irst .period: emofinden - kSonten 1,43; f'iesen - kttssen I,
107; zitterten - L-iebenden 1,129; Gefiide - brflllte hlZl; clttthen -
hienieden 1,179; Gutter - cruder E,l?3; umgriff - entscblief E,190;
Schldsser - ScbojjpengUser 1,1212; irelsea - *8izen 1,217; ^echv^neakleid -
eingestreut 1,327; *brennt - h'1 ammen wind 1,334; *Lied - sit i, 137; irctn=
riesen - mtfssen 1,220; Gegeissel - GesSusel i,2?7; HdllensSttin - batten 1,
246; GefSbrte - werde 1,250; Pyramiden - :/efyrtrittsn,*brennt - Kind £,259;
/ f
liter - Katheder, ep&sze - Gelese 1, 281; Freuden - '/grtlichkeiten i,?o2;
Sinnesfreuden - Herrlichkeiten 1:,234; *Lied - gW&t 1,504; *mahnt - erfand
1,544; Paradies - gewisz t,54f; SprSde - nette 1,35% -Regiment - sine .-,
554; Sehuldigkeiten - Dresden {If, 165; toStterin - crchfllerin IV, 10;
vergessen - gewesen IV, 14; *iod - Gott IV,?.

Second period: *Lied - elfttrt VI, 7; *»r!flllt - Ell'd VI,20;
:*geweint - Hreund VI, 28; Hasen - lassen ¥1,335 bielten - liMen VI, 268;
*bild - erfttllt VI, 272,574,388; *Geisterbild - gehflllt VI, 559; trggt -
reckt VI,
-394. Doubtless this rime shows us in the clearest passible manner
the Swabian pronunciation of gt. The fact that it is rimed with ckt indi-
cates that g and k are phonetic eouivalents. nor the ck is nothing more tha
a doable k which merely shortens the preceding vowel, while the value of k
itself remains unchanged. *geweint - H'reund XI, 4; *Hreund - scheint XI, 1?.
Third period: :**t*utd - scheint 11,210,385; *verhflllt -
Hrauenbilc XI,217; **ild - erftilt XI,3?5; *vereint - Gotterfreunc XI , £40
*verh&llt - GStterbild XI,294,516; Artemis - Jggersoiesz. XI, 297; *gefgllt -
field XI,???; *Gott - Tod XI, 544; fiesen - iLrdengro" szen XI.595; gezeugt -
verslsicht XI, 552. b'ro;2 this rime it aopears that Schiller had no definite
rule for the oronunciation of g, for in this combination it is evidently
soft to rime with ch, while in the above (tfitgt - reckt) rime, the g is hard.
It will be noticed that in both rises the final consonant is t, following
immediately the rifling consonants.
In chapter V f 2 we found that Schiller regularly rimed g with
k during the first oeriod, in the second oeriod it disaoosared, recurring in
only one .combinationyduring the third oeriod. Now the soft g in rime with ch
is found only in the last period, which woalc indicate that the hard g in

rime with k is Swabian, but that the -soft e in rinre with ch was employed
later cue to northern influence, ft is for this reason undoubtedly, that
•Schiller emoloys both, the g:k and the zich tyoes.
If we combine the gui rime in cbapter V,? with those of the
same type found in chaoter Vi, the result is as follows:
The Sjk rime is found 9 times in the first ueriod, once in the
second and twice in the third.
j he g: ch type, urobably due to norhtern influence, occurs only
once in the third aeriod.
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VII. HULL BIIBS.(Beiche Reine).
These rimes are farmed by the recurrence of the same
word,
as: Geftthl - Geftihl 1,37; Gott - Gott 1,273. etc.
Since these riies are
formed by mere repetition of town word, I*H*give the word constitatin
each rime only once.
Hirst period: Gesang, Barfe 1,29; erscbeinen 1.48;
JtfBgen,
gereift f,107; nttsel 1.103; lafeU klirren L.3SS3 Liebe
I,8c3,8?3,253,242
MMmfctr 1.841; enee 1.267; mersmnn 1.569; Madchen 1,272; schauen
1,275; schelten 1.830; tir 1,23^398; kleinen 1,898;
Schande 1,501;
nicht I,S08;IV,25; schlue 1,503; Kusz 1,210; tohn
I,?47; todt, JfaBD E,
?57; nie III. 163; Hick ill, 170: ab IH,172;3ielfl IV, 6; Amen IMS;
Lebens IV, 30.
Second period: Herzen, flieeen IV, 38; an VI, 9; Heroen VI,
28;XI,4; sie VI.53; Stufe VI,?S7; Hatur VI. 373; ScMne VI, 273;
Strahlen
VI, 279; Schatten VI,?85; eabst VI, 429; macht -
Obermacbt IV. Ill; nicht
"XI, 9; ein XI, 11; Mann XI, 11.
Third period: sesehn XT, 138; Sehwesterliebe - Liebe XI.228;

wrtfabcen - befibren XI^SO; zerrinnt - entrinnt XI, <3S; geboren - angebo-
ren, aaf XI,-3)1; 2ert XI,???.
The frequent use of the full Time indicates one of two things
Si'tber the rime poverty of the language, or the uoet's desire to add force
to the rime.
The full rime occurs 61 times in Schiller's ooems, which is
after all quite frequent, when one bears in minfl the fact, that it requires
no poetic skill to form this rime, since it is siipiy the repetition of a
word once used.
Now if Schiller emoloyed this method of repetition because of
the lack of trooer rimes, we take for granted that he would have been glad t:
use a rsa 1 rime in each one of these instances, but for want of a better tend
to express what he had in mind, he was compelled to make use of the full eiiijjj
b'rom a Comparison of the figures representing the number of
occurrances in each period (?3,13,7>, we see that Schiller very effectively
overcame this difficulty in the course of hi? ^ development.
If we ascribe the frequent occurrence of the full rime to
Schiller's desire to add force to the Tine, we may meet with the objection
life
that the poet surely did not desire to write with less force in later^than
in his youth, as 3 comparison between the representative figures would indi-
cate To such objection it is only fair to reoly, that Schiller was quite

impetuous and uncontrollable in his youth, and in his lack of experiertca
was .easily lead to a frequent use of the full riate, in his desire to attach
particular emphasis to some point or passage, "cut with his increasing
development in succeeding years, he seemed to realize sore folly bis ideal
BaaSixx of good rime, which he expressed in his letter to K.Srner on this
•subject (yUPfe According to thi ifesl no rime should in Itself seem
striking, but rather unassuming; yet as if esseciallv called into this .far-
ticular connection. To out into practice this governing principle, was to
check the frequent use of the full rime. Mth his increasing development
and selfreliance Schiller must have felt that the full rime added only arti-
ficial force, which could well be dispensed with, for it was rather an indi-
cation of weakness than strength.
On this point not all poets or critics agree. Iter some
persistently maintain, that the full rime adds force and dignity to the verse
Whether or not this is true, is not for me to determine. I merely wish to
point out, if possible, what appears to me as Schiller's reason for using
this rime. If it really does add force and dignity, I do not understand why
Schiller should use it less freauently in each succeeding period. This fact
alone leads me to believe, that the early frequency of this rime in Schiller
poems is due to both his youthful inexperience and rime poverty. Both of
these difficulties were gradually but effectively overcome, so that the fall
rime occurs less than one fifth as often in the last period is in the first.

Whatever Schiller's motive may have been in emuloyine this
rime, its steady decrease from £5 cases in the first ceriod to IS in the
•second and even to 7 in the third period, is striking evidence of the ooet'
own attitude, and shiws decided improvement in rise.
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IIIll THE. 111116 OF PMBIA1 1'NFLUtNGE.
te have seen in the preceding chapters that the frequent use o
impure rimes is largely to be attributed to Swabian influences ?nd somewhat
to rime-poverty. Just to what extent the latter was i determining factor in
the use of imperfect rimes, can perhaps not be ascertained with any degree
of certainty.
In order to show more clearly the actual conditions and
Schiller's endeavor to improve his rime, the table on the following page nil!;
be helpful. Let us consider each group of tvues, as there indicated,
by itself.



1. The first group, consisting of cure vowsl rimes, embraces
the first seven combinations. These rimes occur 150 tines. 33 of them are
found in the first period, 41 in the second and 41 in the third, 'he see at
once that there was a very decided improvement in the second period,
represented bv the difference between the figures S3 and 4
:
! h whereas the
third period shows as many imperfections as the second, which means in reali J
a slight improvement even in the third period, for it contains a larger total
of rimes written than the second period.
It must be borne in mind throughout the entire discussion,
that each grouo (indicated in the left hand column on cage 75) reoresents
only one general tvoe of iiEDerfections. The group under our present consider.
ation consists only of rimes between pure guttural vowels, as a,o,u,e,i.
•'.hen we notice that the o:u rime occurs 1? times in the first
period, but is dropoed entirely from the regaining two; and also that the
e:i rime disapoears almost entirely after the first oeriod (it occurs 18 time:
in the first, once in the second and once in the third), then we grant that
Schiller must have recognized early, that rises between entirely different
pure vowels, as e,i,o,u, were not pood.
The remaining five 'types in this grono are not rimes between
different vowels, but merely between loag <aad short vowels of :esseirti ally %m\
t£ecre_Qiiali'ty^
The i:i combination decreases in frequency of occurrence :ro.:
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12 in the first coltran to 5 iwthe second, where it regains in the third.
This leads us to believe that Schiller earl? recognized it as an undesirable
rime, and therefore checked its repetition in the second period to .lust one
half the number in the first period. The fact that he did not continue to
reject it at the same rate in the third period, by no means indicates a
change in the poets attitude, for he would not now cling to a strongly
Swabian characteristic which he rejected in the preceding period. Re can
give no other reason for its regaining constant in the second and third peric
than rime-coverty and Schiller 1 s refusal to sacrifice the sense for the sake
of rime.
The e:e rime is ouite infrequent, occurring only twice in each
of the first two periods and once in the last.
Three of the seven types show an increase after the first-
period. These are the open vowels a,o,u, which are more susceptible to the
Swabian lengthening than e and i are; therefore they become even more frec-ue
in the second and third periods (the fact that a: a" drops from 81 in the
second period to 17 in the third, is merely accidental and a comparison
between the third and first period shows even then an increase); for Schiller
was less able to detect that he himself was habitually lengthening short
a,o,u; and he failed to notice any striking difference between his own pro-
nunciation and that of others.
le see then thst the more decidedly dialectic types: e:i
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and i:T begin to decrease in frequency at the end of the first period, while
the o:u form is discontinued entirely.
On the whole we are convinced of a growing improvement of idmin
in the pure-vowel group. Though this may not be perfectly apparent from a
.comparison between 41 occurrances of impure rime in the second period and the
sane number in the third. Yet, when ie remember that 2277 rimes were written
in the third period, but only 2120 in the second, then the improvement is
apparent even there, though it is greatest between the first and second
periods. The actual percentage of impure rise on the entire number written
in each oeriod respectively is as follows: In the first period/)?}}- of all
rimes are impure, in the second oerioc.021?, and in the third.019?. ( inactions
are not carried out in these calculations, fthere the fraction is less than a
half it is dropped, if more, it is counted as one.).
2. $be second group, containing the amlaut and vowel types,
shows a larger number of rimes than any of the other groups, a total of 550.
32? of these occur in the first, 17? in the second, and 154 in the third
period.
The i):i type occurs 5 times, but only in the first period.
The fiui type occurs 8 times, but also only in the first period. The a":i
combination is found 15 times in the first column and once in the second.
These three types aggregate 27 cases in all. Their entire absence in the

third period with but one occurrence in the second, is sufficient evidence
of Schiller's early effort to avoid these three combinations espeeiallv.
Of the remaining tao tyues, the o*:e is quite popular atith
Schiller. Though there is no increase after the first period, the decrease
is very slight, as appears from comparison ; "the nuibers are Will and K.
'even
This rime is e Swabian characteristic, but.^in Viddle Germany it would be less
noticed than the 8:i, 8:i and u:eiypes. In the every day language of even
the middle class and fairly cultured oeople in Silesia and Saxon v the .3 and
.« are pronounced unrounded. Since Schiller came chiefly under the influence
of the Saxon and the closely allied Tharingian dialects, the corrective
influence on these points can have been but slight.
The fact that the 6":e tytje decreaces so little from the first
to the second period. and that almost the same relation urevails betveen the
second and third, indicates that Schiller never became sufficiently con^incec
of its imparity, to discontinue its use or even to use it mueb more sparingly.
It is ulso possible that he may have been influenced to continue the use of
less objectionable rimes, like this one, by the fact that five of his first
rime-schemes have at this time already been abandoned, leaving him the less
to chose from. To make up for this loss, he might naturally have used more
frequently than he otherwise vvoild have, those combinations which he con-
sidered permissible.
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Bine poverty may also have played g very decisive part at thi:
point.
Time ;witb
The^most popular ^p? Schiller of 'those ,nder our consideration,
is the fl:i type, it is found 133 times in the first period, decreases to
159 in the second and to 124 in the third, giving a total of 4??. It is the
most natural combination the Swabian can use, for to him fl is phonetically
equivalent to r, and he always pronounces it so. The North German .0 is
poetically unknown to the Srcabian. Though Schiller evidently made some
effort to restrict its use, he was apparently not aware of any striking in-
congruity in the fl:i .combination. As in the case of the unrounfiing of 5, it
must be borne in mind that in Middle Germany the .a" is pronounced unrounded
by the great mass of people.
If Schille^ had overcome this anomaly, we could safely maintain
that the last remnant of Swabian influence had disappeared.
?, The type in which both members of the rime are umlauts,
occurs only 2? times in Schiller's poems. 1? times in the first, and 5 tires
in each of the succeeding periods. J he 8:J is cuite insignificant, occurring
only three times and disappearing entirely in the third p?riod.
The a^o" rime is found 11 times in the first period, but droos
to 4 ocajrrances in the second and 5 in the third period, which indicates
that Schiller soon discovered that it was strongly dialectic and therefore
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objectionable. Its decrease in the second period to almost one third the
number of occurrences in the first period speaks well for Schiller's xvprcta
sent of the rise, while the five occurrences in the third period must be
ou.ely accidental..
one
4. in the diphthong group we have four different types.
She ai::eu Time is found only once in the first and once in the third period,
while the ai :&u combination occurs once only in the first. These two need
therefore no particular consideration.
The ei^eu rime is quite popular with Schiller. In frequency
of occurrence it stands next to the Chi type. The fact that it is ibe leadin
,
of the only four types of impure rises, to maintain a steady incrsase to
the end, clearly indicates that Schiller finds nothing objectionable in this
rime. To the S»abian its terns are pfioneticrLlv identical, fie «l#avs says:
eich for etich, nei for neu, etc.
Of this tyoe it .ney be said as of the 8;i type, thai it is a
deeply rooted Swabian characteristic, and Schiller never discovered any
naterial difference between the phonetic value of ei and e.yL
The same is true with regard to the ei:.8u type, for in the
High Gernan it is phonetically equivalent to ei:eu, i.e. eu and.au are merely
>rthograohic differences of phonetic equivalents. The rendering ju of the
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respective diphthong is comparatively rare, found mostly in plurals of nouns
or in derivative fonts. That is the real reason why such combinations are
quite infrequent in Schiller's rimes. The fact that there is a slight de-
crease of the ei:8u type from 12 to 9 in -the second period is merely acciden
(ral, and is in reality still smaller when are remember that the total nuner of
A
rimes in the second oeriod is less by 135 than in the first oeriod. The 15
occurrences in the third period at once prove the poet's tendency to increase
the frequency of this rime.
It is safe to maintain that in the entire groun of diphthongs,
Schiller recognized only the ei:ei (North German ei:eu) rime, though he
employed the commonly accented orthography. The use of the general tyoe in
this grouo is the only one to increase steadily, in suite of the entire loss
of taro of the variations, from 59 in the first, to 6c in the second, and even
70 in the third period, because the influence of Saxon and ihttringian pro-
nunciation was not strong enough to make Schiller aware of any unpardonable
impurity.
5. In the consonant groao, the d: t combination is by far the
most common, occurring 1?1 times. Bwt this consists of two different types:
the d:t medial and c: t final.
The medial rime as ?re recall from page SO, was not considered
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good by Schiller, for, though it is found 23 times in the first period, it
recurs only 6 times in the second, and 5 times in the third, which seems to
stamp Schiller'-s disapproval upon it.
nay a
but the d:t final, which.ke considered^good rime in the North
German also, since d like & and o beco, voiceless in final position, occurs
such more frequently. Although it decreases from 51 cases in the first, to
24 in the second period, it slightly rises Bgain to 27 in the 'third .. This
slight increase in the third period is however only apparent, for actual
in "tire use of "this rime
.calculation proves constancv^for the second and third oeriac.
Though the d:t rime of both tyues combined shows * decided
decrease in the second period from 59 to 50, we see at a glance that a de-
crease of only 7 falls to the d: t_final tyue, while the Isrge decrease from
23 to 5 is found in the d:t medial type. This difference continues to in-
crease in the third period, where the final occurs 27 tiiss, but the medial
only 5 times. Brora these facts it is especially apparent that Schiller is
breaking away from Swabian influence and is adopting that which the general
Schriftsprache accepts.
The g:k rirae is Swabian, but not limited to that province
alone. Whatever the determining influence may have been, Schiller prefers
to reduce its frequency from 3 cases in the first period to g in the last,
ft is not found in the second period.
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The -srssrsg i-ir-xe afcso becomes less freq«eirt after -the first
pteridd. -This decrease is especially marked between -the first and second
period. The increase in Ike third period is in reality -smaller then it
appears in the table, for, by actual calculation me find -that in -the -second
period.Q0$££ constitutes -tire percentage of impure rinres of "this tyse, while
0044$ represents that of the -third period.
The srssrsg combination is found as often in the first period
as in the other two combined. -Jbo.qgh it is -strongly dialectic, it is not
limited -to Swsbia. From the decrease after 'the first creriod it -seems
apparent -that Schiller's attention was called -to the imperfection of -such
combinations. "but since it was so perfectly natural for the Siabiaii, and,
since Schiller seems not to have beea able to distinguish cleerlv between tb<
voiced end voiceless sibilant (*Mlcb are mav sefelv infer from bis peculiar
ortbograubv in some of these rimes, undoubtedly corresuondint to his natural
pronunciation), he continues to use -this •rime-scheme -throughout, with even
a slight increase in the -third period.
Concerning -tbe non distinction of voiced end voiceless s,
Victor (p?33) 'says the following: "Uie unterscheidung des stimmbaften von dei
stimmlosen bajite ist in \'ittel= und Sflddeutscblend unbekanirt; ftfr £ und i
stent stimmloses, aber vielfacb senwaches s_, das zwiscben ?timmb after)

allerdines meist in z tibereefrt: neisen und reissen beide = raisen, raizen et
Die Gegenflberstellune von ftimhaftp z und stimmlosem s nach norddeutscher
Art ist von der mustergftltigea cprache der Eflhne etc. anerkanut und driagt
laser waiter vor, so entschieden auch nocb von mittel- und sttddeutscher
Seite eelseentlich dageeen opponiert wire."
On the whole the different consonants in rime combinations a
occur as follows: In the first period 85 tines, in the second 37 lives, and
in the third 44 tines. The drt medial tvoe. as the most objectionable also
to the Sortli German, is the onlv one to decrease in freouencv of occurrence ir
the third period. lire fact that all other combinations (drt final: , s:k , and
s:ss:sz) do not decrease in the last period, seems evidence that Schiller was
not sufficiently convinced of their imperfection to check their freauent
occurrence. Or it may have been absolute lack of better terms to express bis
ideas. At any rate, whatever mav have been the cause for usine these combi-
nations, we can not raise serious ebjection to any of them except the
s:ss:sz tvpe as strongly Swabian. |e>r the drt final type, as we hive seen,
is quite acceptable to the Schriftsprache, while the |:k 'type is considered
phonetically pure in many communities of the North.
8. The fact that the doubly impure rimes occur less than one
half as often in the second period, as in the first, and even decrease in the
third period (though the table shows constancy), is a fair indication that

they came to Schiller 1 s notice as well as other imperfections, it is but
natural that they should, for the sane irregularities that he discovered in
other rimes, h: fou&d accentuated here. H is therefore a decided step tower
advancement, when he reduces the frequency of this rime from 31 to 1? cases.
Some points of interest can be set fort best in tabulated for;
as follows:
a) Acomparison betreen the first and second period.
There are <? types of impure rimes and all are represented in
the first period.
6 types are discontinued in the second period.
1? types decrease in frequency in the second period.
1 type remains constant, which actually represents a small
pro rata increase.
4 types increase in frequency in the second period.
The increase is distributed as follows:
The pure-vo-vel types (a: a, o:o, u:u) 3 cases.
Liphthong type, strongly Siabian, (ei: eu)— 9 cases.
The use of impure rime in general is decreased in the second
period by a total of 143 occurrences.
None of the above figures lake into account the fact that
nearly 230 more rimes were written in the first period than in the second.
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They merely indicate the number of imp-are rimes written during the time
kno./n as the first and second period. Men this fact is taken into account,
then all types which increase in the second period represent a relatively
larger increase than here indicated, /.here the numbers are constant, a
relative increase re also to be understood . fthere there is « decrease, it
may not be a decrease in reality, unless it is large enough; for all cases
of decrease in the second period are relatively smaller than the table shows,
In -this connection it say be sufficient to say, that no de-
crease in the co'soarison between the first two oeriods is small enough to
reverse it into an increase. Even the figures in the fre rise - 57, -33 and
50, signify a real decrease, of imoure rimes, in the first period 016 57 *>>s
represents 'the Are rime, and in the -second period 0155$.
b) k co.-iioarison between the second and third period shows the
following facts:
4 tyses do not occur in either of these oeriods.
2 additional types are discontinued in the third period.
5 types decrease in the third period.
5 tyues remsin constant.
6 types increase in the third period, while
2 types are re-introduced, as follows:
ai:eu, merely an orthographic variation of the general
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Siafcusa :ei=?eu typ:e 1 case.
g:k , which is not at all limited to Bwebia, end is quite
acceptable ? erases.
The 6 'types -showing increase are distributed as follows:
Pure voxels (c:c , u:T0 - — 5 .cases.
Uilarts ( s:.5) 1 case.
Lirbtbongs (:ei:.au ) 6 cases.
Consonants Cert final ; s,ss,-sz) 5 cases.
Bron 'the figures in our table it appears that -the use of impur
•rime in general decreases but silently in 'the 'third period. fie must boweve
bear in mind 'that the -second period represents 2120 rimes, while the third
•shows a total of 2277. '/.here a -smaller number of impure rimes is fojjnd in
the third period than in the second, improvement is apparent, since the
number of rimes in the third period is in itself forget.
c) Since the first and third periods represent the two 'ex-
tremes of tbe.jxxets life - youthful immaturity on the one hand and a close
approach to perfected accomplishment on the other, a comparison between thes
two periods 'shows the greatest improvement in regard to purity of rime.
gg types of impure rime are represented in the first period.
6 types are discontinued in the third period.
11 types decrease in frecuency .in the third period.

1 type -remains constant in berth.
5 types in.cr.eese in the fin el period, as follows:
111, S3, u_il 9 cases.
:ei::eu, :ei:.su 12 cases.
These rases of increase are not merely afferent but real, end
even -slightly greater then ameers here, for Schiller wrote 88 rimes more in
the first period then in 'the last.
The total number of impure rimes decreases by 152 in the
third period as coiiuared north 'the first.
It is no?/ perfectly obvious that the -few cases of increase in
impure rime during the last period are found, first, in the .combination's:
ill, oio end uiu, concerning v.bicb me have previously established the fact
(p. 77) that it v;es almost impossible for the Swabian to detect his own habifl
ual lengthening of -short open vowels under stress; end finelly, in the gener
eireu type of the diphthong group, which is infieec the most neturel ccmbihe-
tion the Swebien cen use.
The following facts may be considered direct :evi den.ee
for Schiller's improvement of rime:
6 tyres of impure rime disappear entirely in the 'third period
11 tyues decrease; egeregeting e total diminution of 15?
cases, arising from a comparison between the first and third period.
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Summary:
Schiller apparently made the greatest improvement in the use
of rime during the second period.
Curing tjie third period as compared with the second, the
general rime quality improves b*t slightly, showinf small variations in all
the types but four.
We are imuressed m%h the sudden improvement in the second
period marked by a decrease of 143 imoure rises, as spared with the first;
while the third period shows but slight improvement with a decrease of only
five rime imperfections. This is doubtless due to the fact that Schiller
wrote nearly all of the poems of the first period before coming in direct
contact eith the corrective influence of the North. rut as soon as this
influence asserted itself the number of imperfections at once became decided
smaller. H is bit natural that the improvement did not continue at the
seme rate at which it had begun, for the corrective influence of the langua^
of Kiddle Germany was ofcourse strongest in the beginning and Schiller pre-
sumably also felt the rime-poverty of the language as other German poets bavj
done. Besides this there sere many imuerfections with which Schiller never
became sufficiently impressed to discontinue their use, and several of the
even seemed so Derfect that he used them with increasing frequency.
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ix. Kiuirfl fkvisign ob mun mn.
I .comparison of -some of -the :earlier poops mill later revision:;
of the 'same, does sot add materially to the facts already established con-
cerning the poet Hi development in the use of the rime, as will appear from
a minute study of all the revisions furnished us by Goeceke.
1. Lie Gutter Griechenlances.
both the original as well as the revised version fall within
•the 'second period, the former arpearec in 1753, the latter in 179?. !he
first five stanzas show no change whatever, carrying with then; all the
orisinel rime iiruerfeet ions, crttcken - blicken in the second, eeweint -
H'reunc in the fourth, and the full -rime fteraen in the fifth stanza. ?tan.2as
2,7,3,9 and 11 are omitted from the -revision, with two cases of the ie:.t! tvc<i
2nd one of the :eu::ei. p.n 'entirely new 'stanza apuears in the revision as the
sixth, with the impure rime Gott - Gebot. Ihe fact that Schiller uses the
o:o rime twice as often in the third period as in the first, and also intro-
duces it into the revised forms of 'his poems, clearly signifies that he neve

any anomaly in
, „
-
.
. .
became conscious ofxtfe natural ^wauien tencency to lengthen a vowel under
•stress. The eightl, f rcrr the :end as tell as -the 'three biasing TStaazas are
omitted from the revision with on:- impurity in eu::ei, but a new closing
stanza is added, introducing the familiar Fabian Hie time in HSben - unte
v
gehen. Though there are -some changes in the order of stanzas, e.cc, though
the original fourteenth and fifteenth stanzas are combined in one by droppi
out the -second half of fourteen and the first half of fifteen, no farther
.changes in rime are thereby 'effected.
Nov; it is entirely out of ouestion to suppose 'that these ten
stanzas of eight lines each were omitted, and two new stanzas written for -the
sake of improving the rime. The ouestion of rime had absolutely nothing to
do with it. xxx lire omitted stanzas add little, if *nytbingytc the general
pur-sort of the poem and are rather vgguelv corded. The force as well as the
general tone of the poem are much improved by the revision, and this must
have been the poet's prime, if not -sole reason for the changes.
ftektor'-s Pbscbred.
Schiller '-s first version of this poem arueared in 1780,
bearing the title: "Ber /-bscbred £ndromachas und tfektors' 1 , »hil€ the revision
is dated 179?.
Schiller makes a change in the very first rime, apparently, but
not probably, to *void the s: ss combination. Though the ?re form occurs in
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the revision, we ffiirst bear in cine -that that is phonetically pure.
1780:
lillft cich, Hektor, evig mi r entreissen,
».o des Aeaciden mordend Eirsen
179?:
fill -sicb ftektotr :etig von sir venden.
So Achill mirt den unnabbar'n rianden —
ft does nat eeem as though the change Here made for -the sake
of improving -the rinre. The 'sense 'remains the seme in both cases, though the
.wording in the latter 'seenrs 'sonrewbat fare natural and :expr.essive.
In the second stands the wording is slightly varied, but
results in no change in rimes, except in the very first one, where the perfect
rinre Tgggslarxzc - Xriegestenze in the first edition, is replaced later by the
practically perfect rime Thr Siren - Sebiren .
In the revision the riming of -secondary ivitb primary stress
is introduced in the combination r/rgamirg - Flue? .
1730:
Theures 'feifc, geb, bol die lodeslanze,
Las? micb fort za~ v.ilden Kriegestanze,
Veirce Bcbultern tragen Ilium;
Qeber Aetyanax unere Gutter,
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rtektor ftllrt, :eifl Vater=Lands itr-retter,
Llnd wir -sebn aars tvieder in Elysium.
179?:
iheures V;eib gebiete deinen Tbranen,
Nacb der ireldscbiacbt 1st mein feurig Sebnen,
Uiese Arme 'schfltzen Eergamus.
Kampfenc fftr dec heir gen Beerd der Gutter
Fell ich, und dec Vaterlandes Retter
Steie' ich nieder zu den- styf'schen Elas? .
Aside from the change in the first two line?., there is also a
change in the riming words of the third and sixth lines, though the rimes arc-
good in both cases. In the two stanzas just cuoted there is certainly no
indication of attempted rime improvement, for the rime is perfect in 1730
Cexceutine Gutter - drretter, shich also remains in the revision)-, but not
so absolutely perfect in 1795, 'though Ihranen - S'ehnen eq&proalcbef phonetic
perfection.
It does -sees that the changes were made for a better -wording
merely, for the sense remains practically the same, it seems barbarous anc
brutal for tfektor to say to a women: geb, bol die Ic gslangtj tisnecially co
the closing words of 'the second line, ?m vdldc-n^rieces^tanze, indicate his
barbarous madness with pleasant anticipation of v.ar and bloodshed. Ibis is
Bitch more brutal, than for him to -say in a mild end svmostretic "tone:

Tbeures fteib eebiete deinen Tbir&nes,
tfacb der ireldscblacnt i*st nrein ffenitig Sekireu
There can be, moreover, nothing more indicative of Schiller's
yavtbful and. unrestrainable :entbBsiaenr, than jtret such passages as this
original from 1730. £nd again nothing could be more truly representative of
bis gentle and subdued spirit thirteen years later, -than tire revised version
of these sanre thoughts in kind and loving words, even the last, line of the
revised stanza.removes the bluirtiress of the original.
?. The pees; Ayall a, frlso tel tire year 1730, consisted crigin-
allv of five stanzas, but for some reason, perhaps because it gives expressic
to such burning passion, Schiller omitted the second one in bis revision of
179?. tfor 1 better understanding, I quote it in this connection:
"Sein um arisen - v;fttendes n'ntzflcken ! -
^.acbtig feurig klopfte n:er.z an fterz,
v unc und Obr gefesselt - Nacbt vor unsern Elicken -
und der Geist gev.irbelt himmehvgrts.''
Since there is no further change in the revision, the same tv.c
^perfections are found in both editions. The .<hie combination is c course
:f frecuent occurrence, but a rare peculiarity appears in the form: zittertei
I lieb£nden > for ix i? RCrt onlv a rime between mecial c anc t, btt also

-shows a discrepancy between other consonants. Biitce 'the accent is en the
root syllable we must really regard it as $n instance of the trisyllabic-
rime, fte have then in 'tire first • 'syllable -disagreement of vowel quantity and
.consonants, in the second syllable disagreement of consonants and in the
•third the combination of media] c and t. The combination can not be said to
be li very happy one, although it does not offend the :ear, because of the ver
length of the words, as much as some of the masculine and feminine impure
rimes.
4. liner jun^en Freuncir ins ?tammbucb was mitten in 1786.
The revision took rlace in 179?. k comparison -shoxs that fotrr lines were
omitted in the second version, but one ne* line inserted, while one chance
took place in the rime. The unchanged imperfections consist in "tio cases
cf the lone t:i type) s in one .case of the -short Mn type.
T he following Quotations iill be sufficient evidence that the
changes were made for an improvement in -style and not in rime.
1733, lines 5 to 3:
.•So ist sie coch nicht! - Die 'iroberuneen,
die jeder deiner Blicke sieereicb zahlt,
die ceine sanfte Seeie dir :erzwungen,
die btatuen, die - Dein Gefflbl be see it,
die rierzen, 'die dein eignes dir 'errungen —
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It is exceedingly interesting to notice bos well trie original
passage is reproduced in only two lines:
"So ist ste nicbt. Lie stillen nuloigungen,
Tie ceines rierzens Acel dif errungen — "
Again taking up the original at line fourteen, we ba've:
.••Dm bolden '/•aufcer nie entweyhter -Jug-end,
der sngelgtrte nrlclrt gen) talisman,
L-er tejest&t der Unscbuld Bind der Tugend,
den vdll icb sebn - der Ciesem trotzen k*nn I"
jriese verses uave ceen very ijarpiiv revic-ec m ine ioiicving
Banner:
fpen bolden zauber nix -enttveybter Jugend,
L':em Talisman der unscbuld and der Tugend,
Len vs/ill icn senn, cter ciesem trotzen Kann.
The rime in this lust line is not .incomplete, as might appear
here, for it combines witb an in the line just nrececing 'the ouotation.
'immediately following the above ouotation from the original,
we find tire lines:
"ri'rob taumelst Du il sttszen "iteberzShlen
der Glttcklichen, die iu gemacbt, der Seelen
die Cm gerccnrrtnbast, cabin."
Now as z matter of fact, the rime suggested by the wore cabin

is left incomplete, for there re no other word with which it cen be made to
rime. Of the 3.9 lines in the original peer;, this is "the odd one, -without a
sate in rime.
p'S we have :seen above, four lines have been omitted from the
revision, again leaving an uneven number, end thereby necessitating -some. kin.
of an irregularity in rime. Obviously, to avoid this irregularity, Schiller
inserts ? new line, mainly to complete the rime; but he thereby also arggestJs
a new thought, for "rlumen fl are the gifts of kind fate, while the "GlSciclichen"
are because of ber charm end kindness. The revision reads as follows:
"i?Toh teumelst cu is suszen ueberze
,
hlen
L'er r:lumen,die um deine Pfede blflhn,
Der (r-lucklichen, die cu eemacbt, der Seelen,
Lie cu gewonnen hast:, debin."
In this connection we can not speak of rime improvement, but
merely of rime .completion, for in completing the rime, Schiller •emuloys the
long a" : -short i .combination.
5, lie J deele is Sated 1795 end 1500.
In the first stanza Schiller melees no change, using the tim
scheiden - k'reuden in both. The -second half of the 'second stenze end 'the
first half of the third, as vrell as the seventh stenze entirely, ere omitted,
thereby -eliminating two impurities. The remaining -stanzas ere -somewhat

changed in order as well as wording, but rreither -the original nor -tire revise
version :eniploy. anything but good rime throughout.
The most -strikingitch an ge appears in -the foprtb stanza of 'the
original, which occurs in the revision as part of the third.
179c:
*So scblangen meiner L-iebe Knot en
Bleb ua die Saule cer Katur,
bis durcb das starre Her? der Todten
Per Strabl des Letens 2uekenc fubr.
1300:
So scblang icb mi cb ai't biebesarmen
Om die iVatur, mii Jurendlust,
tis sie zu athmen, zn erwermen
tegann an seiner Licbterbrust.
"
Tbe rime obviously bad nothing to do with the 'change, since
it is pure in both versions. The desire for a sore lucid style sust have ^
been tbe controling reason for the change.
6. L'ie Theilung drr fcrde was written in 179? and revised in
1799. The first two stanzas remain unchanged, carrying with them -the rimes.
f v (
H3hen
- Lehen
, eiazurichten - grttciyteji. 4lL- In the revision of the
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third -stanza two impure '-rimes Cei::eu and Art final ) ere avoided, but a snort
a : Ion? a rime (fassen - Straazen) rs introduced.
*Der Kaufsann fiJUte hurtis -sein Gev.olb, die Scheune
!2er lermier, das «as.2 der Seelenhirt,
Der Kflnie sagte: iegljtckea das Seine:
Dud Beds ist - was ge&nrtet wird I
1799:
Der Kaufmacn Blast, use seine Speicber fassen,
L'er P.H vMlt sicb den .edeln !<irnev;ein,
Der K&aig snerrt die Betoken und die Straszen,
One sprach, der Befrerte 1st rein."
It does not sees at all probable that Schiller undertook the
revision of thre stanza with a view 'to rime improvement. J be fact is that
there is no improvement worth mentioning, for the final drt in Seelenhirt -
wi-rc is surely just as pure to the Swabian, as it is to the North German,
Who accepts it as pboiretioally pure, resides, >ve recall from pare 7r that
Schiller used the drt final rime wtth greater frecuency in the 'third, 'than in
the Second period. This indicates that he always considered it e good rime.
Since the revision of this poem
-(took place about the middle of the last perio I
there can have been no thought on the poet's part of avoiding •this combination
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a&d its nonoccurrence in the revision is purely accidental.
ks to the draping of tire rei::eu rime in Scbeune - Seine
and the using of the short a: Ions a combination in the revised version, I a?
equally convinced 'that it was not intentional but accidental; for both forms
are strictly Swabian characteristics, which make them equivalent to Scheie -
Peine and fassen - Straszen. .Now -there could be no advantage whatsoever in
dropping the one in order to use -the other. The change was made, as I believe,
merely for a better and clearer wording without eny regard for rime improve-
ment.
There are no further imperfections in either the original or
the revised version of this poem.
This completes Schiller's list of revise: rimed poess, as
furnished by Goedeke. The study of these revisions adds little if any to our
previous conclusions on rime improvement,- aside fro^f.eassuring us that the
most satisfactory and definite evidence of the extent of Schiller's rime ,
improvement is to be found in -the general comparison between the poems of tbs
first end last period, as given on .r?ge 88 f.

HfiUMMHR
1. Helling, fcduard - i:ie retrik Schillers .
2. L'eutscbe Nation al-Literatur. Schillers Gedicbte .
g. Fischer, riermenn - Scbttbiscbes '.' flrterbacb .
4. Gaebel, Julias - Einlertung gj Gaetfaes Gedicbten . Gaethe JabrbucbJ^'
c. Gaedeke, Karl - Schillsrs -sSsstllcbe Scbriften. Hist..=*rit. Mis?. 187;
3. Sens pi, Geo. - German Orthography and Phonology .
7. Hildebrand, Fudolf - HeitrSge sm Eeutscben unterrlcbt .
3. Kauffniann, Ft. - gchr:Sbiscbe '^uncart .
9. Koberstein, to$gas\ - Grtnorrss def Gescbicbte der Petit, Nationallit.
10. Kings, Ft. - Deutsche? Sty solo giscbes nflrterbuch .
11. Itejrers Qassiker ^usgaben - Schillers Gedicbte .
12. Minor, -J. - fteuho.chdeutscbe fretrik. .zrceite AgfJ&gg .
1?. Itantcker, Franz - briefu'echsel zwlscben Schiller und Humboldt .
14. Paul und Praune - Bei$g&gi zur Gescbicbte der deutschen Sprache .
15. Putscbe, Karl iiduarc - Ecbillers Gedicbte .
16. Bucolpb, Ludwie - Schiller L-6xikon .
17. Sievers, tduard - Phonetik .
13. Vieboff, tfeinrich - Schillers Gedicbte -.erklart und -erlg-Jtert .
19. Vietar, ftilbelm - a lenrenrte der Pbonetik (1904) .
20. Vollnrer, K. - briefrcecfrsel zwiscfren jcbiltgr und Gaethe .
81. iftebirert, Bruno - Gaetbes Reiis .

vita
Miliar Charles Hilnrer was born :*ay lltb, 1371, near Waterloo
Iowa. fie received bis early education in the public schools of Peinbeck
and Gladbrcok. His preparatory work for the college course was largely
done in the Academy of Iowa Lesley en University and in Charles City College.
In 1899 he received tbe degree of B.A. in the classical
course at German Wallace College, Beres, Ohio.
For six years Ire occupied the chair of German and Breiich in
the Upper Iowa University; in -the meantime doing three surfer Quarters' v.oik
in the Graduate School of the University of Chicago. In 1906 he became -
Assistant in German at the University of Illinois, completing his resident
work for the doctorate in June 1903. For two years he was Instructor in
German in Oberlin College, -submitting brs thesis for the degree in 1910.
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